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GENERAL COMODULE-CONTRAMODULE CORRESPONDENCE
KATERINA HRISTOVA, JOHN JONES, AND DMITRIY RUMYNIN
Abstract. This paper is a fundamental study of comodules and contramod-
ules over a comonoid in a closed monoidal category. We study both algebraic
and homotopical aspects of them. Algebraically, we enrich both comodule and
contramodule categories over the original category, construct enriched functors
between them and enriched adjunctions between the functors. Homotopically,
for simplicial sets and topological spaces, we investigate the categories of co-
modules and contramodules and relations between them.
Comodules and contramodules appear in the work of Eilenberg and Moore [9] in
the 1960’s. Comodules have proved to be important in many areas of mathemat-
ics, for example Hopf algebras, representations of algebraic groups, combinatorics.
However, contramodules had very little impact, and they remained a curiosity for
40 years. In the 2000’s Positselski took up the theory of contramodules because
they were a key technical tool in his work on the semi-infinite cohomology in the
geometric Langlands program. Much of this work appears in [25], published in
2010. A key concept of the theory is the comodule-contramodule correspondence.
In the current paper we study both the categorical and homotopical aspects of the
comodule-contramodule correspondence in general categories.
Our work builds on that of Bo¨hm, Brzezin´ski and Wisbauer [5], and also Hyland,
Lo´pez Franco, and Vasilakopoulou [17]. They set up a framework for studying
comodules and contramodules in general categories in terms of an adjoint pair of
endofunctors pT % F q on a category C such that T is a comonad and F is monad.
In Chapter 1, we describe the conceptual categorical framework for studying
the comodule-contramodule correspondence. A key observation is that we need to
assume that C is a biclosed monoidal category. This means that if X and Y are
objects in C, then in addition to the usual external hom-set CpX,Y q we have an
internal hom-object rX,Y sC which is an object in C. Now we need to be clear that
there are two notions of an adjoint pair of functors – the usual one, which we will call
externally adjoint, involving external hom-sets, and the notion of internally adjoint,
involving internal hom-objects. Being internally adjoint implies being externally
adjoint but the converse is not true. Indeed, the notion of internally adjoint is
surprisingly restrictive.
Now suppose we have a biclosed monoidal category C and a pair pT % F q of
internally adjoint endofunctors on C such that T is a comonad and F is a monad.
Then, as in [5], we can set up the category of T -comodules CT and the category
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of F -modules CF . We will usually refer to CT as the category of comodules and
to CF as the category of contramodules. Our first main result is combination of
Propositions 1.20 and 1.22:
Hauptsatz 1. Both CT and C
F are categories enriched in C.
Our next piece of work is to construct a pair of enriched functors
L : CF ⇄ CT : R .
Hauptsatz 2. (Theorem 1.24) The pair pL % Rq is a C-enriched adjoint pair.
Here the term C-enriched adjoint refers to the appropriate notion of adjointness
for enriched categories. These two functors are what we mean by the comodule-
contramodule correspondence in a biclosed monoidal category.
The proofs require some subtle work on extranaturality in enriched categories
which appears in Section 1.6. It is of independent interest.
In Chapter 2 we discuss examples. In Sections 2.1 and 2.2 the base category is
the category of vector spaces. Since it is the main example influencing Positselski,
we go into further details about comodules and contramodules in this category. In
Sections 2.3 and 2.4, the base category is the category of sets Sets . There the main
result can be summarised as follows:
Hauptsatz 3. Suppose pT % F q originate from a comonoid z in Sets.
(1) Every object of SetsT is isomorphic to
š
xPzMx, where Mx is a collection
of sets, parametrised by z.
(2) Every object of SetsF is isomorphic to
ś
xPz Px, where Px is a collection of
sets, parametrised by z.
(3) The functors L and R can be described as
Lp
ź
xPz
Pxq “
ž
xPz
Px , Rp
ž
xPz
Mxq “
ź
xPz
Mx .
The final section 2.5 contains a brief discussion of simplicial sets.
In Chapter 3 we start getting into homotopy theory. The motivation for this is
that one of the main theorems due to Positselski is that in the algebraic context
of comodules over a coalgebra the comodule-contramodule correspondence defines
an equivalence between the coderived category of comodules and the contraderived
category of contramodules. It is natural to think about such a theorem in terms of
Quillen’s model categories.
A model category is a category M together with three distinguished classes of
morphisms: cofibrations, fibrations and weak equivalences satisfying appropriate
axioms. If M, N are model categories, a Quillen adjunction between them is a pair
of adjoint functors L : N ⇄M : R, satisfying certain axioms. Further axioms turn
a Quillen adjunction into a Quillen equivalence.
Let C be our base biclosed monoidal model category with an internally adjoint
pair of functors pT % F q that define comodules and contramodules. A monoidal
model category is the natural notion of a category with a compatible monoidal
structure and model structure. We can form the categories CT and C
F . There are
forgetful functors CT Ñ C and C
F Ñ C. Under mild restrictions, we can use the idea
of transferring model structures, utilising these functors to define model structures
on CT and C
F . Our main result of the section is Theorem 3.7 and its simplicial
counterpart Theorem 3.8:
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Hauptsatz 4. Under certain restrictions, for instance, satisfied by the category of
simplicial sets, there exist a left Bousfield localisation LpCF q and a right Bousfield
localisation RpCT q such that the comodule-contramodule correspondence pL % Rq
induces a Quillen equivalence between them.
Clearly, a lot is going on here. Hence, the main aim of Chapter 3 is to organise
this into a coherent picture.
In Chapter 4 the base category is the categoryW of compactly generated, weakly
Hausdorff spaces, the most standard convenient category of topological spaces. A
comonoid in W is a topological space z with comultiplication given by its diagonal
embedding. Most of the chapter is devoted to the general study of comodules and
contramodules in W . One non-obvious fact about this category is Theorem 4.8:
Hauptsatz 5. The category of contramodules WF is cocomplete.
The conditions of Theorem 3.7 do not hold in W for set-theoretic reasons. Yet
we can prove some interesting facts about the topological comodule-contramodule
correspondence (Propositions 4.10, 4.12 and Theorem 4.14).
Hauptsatz 6. (1) The comodule-contramodule correspondence pL % Rq is a
Quillen adjunction between WT and W
F .
(2) If all topological spaces are subsets of a Grothendieck universe, pL % Rq
induces a Quillen equivalence between a left Bousfield localisation LpWT q
and a right Bousfield localisation RpWF q.
(3) If X,Y PWT are CW-complexes and f PWT pX,Y q is a weak equivalence,
then Rpfq is a weak equivalence.
(4) Suppose that z is a CW-complex of finite type. IfX,Y PWT are fibrant and
f P WT pX,Y q is a weak equivalence such that π0pRfq is an isomorphism,
then Rf is a weak equivalence.
1. Monad-Comonads Adjoint Pairs over Closed Categories
1.1. Closed categories. Let us consider a closed monoidal category C with hom-
sets CpX,Y q, tensor product b, unit object ‹, and associators a. For any objectX P
C, we write λX and ̟X for the left and right unitors, i.e., the natural isomorphisms
‹ bX
–
ÝÑ X and X b ‹
–
ÝÑ X respectively. Recall that a closed monoidal category
means that for any object X P C the endofunctor ´ b X admits a right adjoint
endofunctor rX,´sC called the internal hom [20]. When the category in question
is clear, we use the shorthand notation rX,Y s for rX,Y sC .
We say that C is biclosed if C is closed and additionally the functor X b ´ has
a right adjoint endofunctor, denoted by ČrX,´s. Note that every closed symmetric
monoidal category automatically becomes biclosed.
1.2. Adjoint functors. Let us discuss adjointness in the context of closed cate-
gories. Consider an adjoint pair of endofunctors pL % Rq on C. There are two
different notions of adjointness in play. Besides the usual notion, which we also call
external adjointness, involving a natural equivalence of bifunctors
CpL´,´q, Cp´, R´q : Cop ˆ C Ñ Sets ,
we can talk about an internally adjoint pair of endofunctors pL % Rq. This involves
a natural equivalence of bifunctors
rL´,´s, r´, R´s : Cop ˆ C Ñ C.
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These notions are related.
Lemma 1.1. An internally adjoint pair of endofunctors is (externally) adjoint.
Proof. Recall the functor of global sections:
Γ : C Ñ Sets , ΓpXq– Cp‹, Xq.
The claim then follows from the standard property of the functor Γ: there are
natural isomorphisms of bifunctors
CpL´,´q – ΓprL´,´sq : Cop ˆ C Ñ Sets ,
Cp´, R´q – Γpr´, R´sq : Cop ˆ C Ñ Sets .
It remains to apply this isomorphism to the internal adjunction to derive a usual
(external) adjunction. 
Definition 1.2. Let pL % Rq be an internally adjoint pair of endofunctors on C.
We define the chief (or the chief object) of the pair pL % Rq as z – L‹.
The following lemma, motivating our interest in the chief, is surprising:
Lemma 1.3. Let pL % Rq be an internally adjoint pair of endofunctors of C, z
their chief. Then there are natural isomorphisms of functors
R – rz,´s, L – ´bz.
Proof. Using the isomorphism iX : X Ñ Cp‹, Xq, we obtain the first natural iso-
morphism as the composite
rz, Xs – rL‹, Xs – r‹, RXs – RX.
To derive the second one, start with the natural isomorphisms
CpX bz, Y q – CpX, rz, Y sq – CpX,RY q – CpLX, Y q.
This gives a natural isomorphism of representable functors
αX : CpX bz,´q
–
ÝÑ CpLX,´q
and, therefore, by the Yoneda Lemma an isomorphism of representing objects
βX : X bz
–
ÝÑ LX.
Now βX is also natural inX . So the Yoneda embedding ensures that βX is a natural
isomorphism of functors. 
1.3. Monads and comonads. Let us now investigate monadic properties of an
internally adjoint pair pL % Rq of endofunctors. Recall the following notions for a
monoidal category C:
‚ A monad on C is a triple pR, µ, ηq, where R is an endofunctor on C and
µ : RR ùñ R and η : IdC ùñ R are natural transformations, satisfying
associativity and unitality conditions [5, 2.3], [8, §2].
‚ Dually, a comonad is a triple pL,∆, ǫq, where L is an endofunctor on C and
∆ : L ùñ LL and ǫ : L ùñ IdC are natural transformations satisfying
coassociativity and counitality conditions [5, 2.4], [8, §2].
‚ A monoid in C is an object M P C with a multiplication µM : M bM ÑM
and a unit ηM : ‹ ÑM satisfying associativity and unitality axioms.
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‚ Dually, a comonoid in C is an object C P C with a comultiplication ∆C :
C Ñ C b C and a counit ǫC : C Ñ ‹ satisfying associativity and unitality
axioms.
Lemma 1.4. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) L is a monad.
(2) R is a comonad.
(3) z is a monoid in C.
The equivalence of statements (1) and (2) can be found in [5, 2.6], [8, Prop. 3.1].
The rest of the proof of Lemma 1.4 is similar to the proof of Lemma 1.5, so left to
the reader. We are less interested in the monad-comonad adjoint pairs because the
categories CL of L-modules and CR of R-comodules are equivalent [5, 2.6]. Often
these are also called R-coalgebras and L-algebras [11]. These alternative names are
justified in the context of the following example: C is the category of vector spaces,
L is the free algebra functor, so that CL is the category of algebras. We use the
same terminology as Bo¨hm, Brzezin´ski and Wisbauer, since it is more justified in
the context of internally adjoint endofunctors [5].
Lemma 1.5. The following statements are equivalent:
(1) L is a comonad.
(2) R is a monad.
(3) z is a comonoid in C.
Proof. For a comonad pL,∆, ǫq, we can obtain a monadic structure on R in the
following way: start with a natural transformation LRR ùñ LLRR ùñ LR ùñ
IC . Using the adjunction we obtain a natural transformation µ : RR ùñ R. The
unit morphism η can be constructed easily using the adjunction. All axioms follow
routinely. To go in the opposite way, if pR, µ, ηq is a monad, we have a natural
transformation IC ùñ RL ùñ RRLL ùñ RLL. Applying the adjunction gives
us a natural transformation ∆ : L ùñ LL. The counit morphism can easily be
constructed using the adjunction. Again the axioms follow routinely. This shows
the equivalence of (1) and (2).
To show z “ L‹ is a comonoid, we need an associative comultiplication map
and a counit map. Consider
∆‹ : L‹ Ñ LL ‹ .
By Lemma 1.3 there is a natural isomorphism L – ´ b z. Since L‹ “ z and
‹bz “ z, ∆‹ gives rise to a map ∆z : zÑ zbz which is coassociative since L
is a comonad. Similarly, one can define a map ǫz : zÑ IdC , making pz,∆z, ǫzq
a comonoid. The opposite direction is similar: if pz,∆z, ǫzq is a comonoid, we
obtain a comonad structure on L by defining the natural transformations ∆, ǫ
explicitly:
∆X : LX “ X bz
IdX b∆zÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ X bzbz “ LLX, ǫX : LX “ X bz
IdX bǫzÝÝÝÝÝÑ X,
for all X P C. Repeating the same construction on morphisms, we obtain the
natural transformations making pL,∆, ǫq a comonad on C. 
With the conditions of Lemma 1.5 the categories CL of L-comodules and C
R of
R-modules are not necessarily equivalent. We aim to compare them in the context
of the comodule-contramodule correspondence.
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1.4. Further categorical assumptions. From now on we assume that the closed
monoidal category C is complete and cocomplete. If C is required to be biclosed,
we will explicitly state it.
Occasionally we will assume that C is accessible or locally presentable. We follow
Ada´mek and Rosicky [1] with our terminology. For the convenience of the reader,
we recall that, given a regular cardinal λ, an object X of some category B is λ-
presentable, if BpX,´q preserves λ-directed colimits. The category B is locally
λ-presentable, if it is cocomplete and admits a set A of λ-presentable objects such
that every object is a λ-directed colimit of objects from A. The category B is locally
presentable, if it is locally λ-presentable for a regular cardinal λ.
We omit the slightly weaker notion of an accessible category because a (co)complete
accessible category is locally presentable [1, 2.47]
1.5. (Co)completeness of (co)modules. The following lemma is an immediate
consequence of the completeness and cocompleteness of C.
Lemma 1.6. Let C be as in Section 1.4. Let pQ % Hq be an adjoint (internally or
externally) comonad-monad pair on C. Then CQ is cocomplete and C
H is complete.
Proof. Since H is a monad on C, the forgetful functor FH : CH Ñ C creates limits
[3]. Hence, as C is complete, so is CH . Similarly, since Q is a comonad the forgetful
functor FQ : C
Q Ñ C creates colimits, so CQ is cocomplete [11]. 
The question of cocompleteness of CF and completeness of CT is subtle. With-
out any additional assumptions on C, we can only write some obvious sufficient
conditions.
Lemma 1.7. [3] Let H be a monad on C. The category CH is cocomplete if one of
the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) The monad H is cocontinuous.
(2) The category CH has reflexive coequalisers.
Lemma 1.8. [11] Let Q be a comonad on C. The category CQ is complete if one
of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) The comonad Q is continuous.
(2) The category CH has coreflexive equalisers.
A more useful (for us) criterion for cocompleteness of CH has been devised by
Barr [2]. The following theorem has been influenced by it.
Theorem 1.9. Suppose that C is locally presentable.
(1) If H is a continuous accessible monad on C, then the category CH is com-
plete and locally presentable.
(2) If Q is a cocontinuous monad on C, then the category CQ is complete and
locally presentable.
Proof. (1) By [17, Rem. 2.5], H admits a left adjoint Q. The functor Q is a
comonad by Lemma 1.5. By Lemma 1.6, CH is complete.
The accessibility of H implies that CH is accessible [1, Th. 2.78]. A complete
accessible category is cocomplete and locally presentable [1, Cor. 2.47].
(2) By [17, Rem. 2.5], Q admits a right adjoint H . The functor H is a monad
by Lemma 1.5. By Lemma 1.6, CQ is cocomplete.
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The comonad Q is accessible since it is cocontinuous. By [17, Cor. 2.8], CQ is
accessible. A cocomplete accessible category is complete and locally presentable [1,
Cor. 2.47]. 
Let us state a stand-alone corollary for the case of an internally adjoint pair of
functors. Notice that the functor F “ rz,´s is accessible if and only if the chief z
is presentable.
Corollary 1.10. (1) If C is locally presentable, then the category CT is com-
plete and locally presentable.
(2) If, furthermore, z is presentable, then CF is complete and locally pre-
sentable.
1.6. Extranaturality. Let A1, . . . ,An,B be categories. By a B-formula ApXq “
ApX1, . . . , Xnq we understand a “natural” assignment of an object ApA1, . . . , Anq P
B to each n-tuple of objects Aj P Aj . Speaking precisely, a pkjq-contravariant,
pmjq-covariant (or kj-contravariant, mj-covariant in variable Xj) B-formula is a
functor
A
7 :
nź
j“1
A
op kj
j ˆA
mj
j Ñ B
that we use by plugging the same object Xj P Aj into every appearance of Aj .
For instance, the following
ApX1, X2, X3q “ prX1, X2s b rX2, X1sq ‘ ppX3 b FpX3qq b Y ‘ pX3 bX1q
is a p1, 1, 0q-contravariant, p2, 1, 3q-covariant C-formula for a cocomplete closed
monoidal category C where A1 “ A2 “ A3 “ B “ C that uses an endofunctor
F and an object Y P C. The formula comes from a functor
A
7pZ1, . . . , Z8q “ prZ1, Z4s b rZ5, Z2sq ‘ ppZ6 b FpZ7qq b Y q ‘ pZ8 b Z3q.
The separate notation A7 helps us to recognise a situation where we regard A as a
functor by plugging distinct objects instead of repeated ones.
Given two B-formulas ApXq and BpXq, by a transformation from A to B we
understand an assignment of a morphism in B to each n-tuple of objects
NX “ tNA1,...An P BpApA1, . . . , Anq,BpA1, . . . , Anqqu .
A transformation NX is called natural in Xj if
‚ both ApXq and BpXq are 1-covariant, 0-contravariant or 0-covariant, 1-
contravariant in Xj and
‚ for every choice of objects A1, . . . Aj´1, Aj`1, . . . An the transformation
N pjq “ NApjq : ApA
pjqq ùñ BpApjqq ,
where Apjq – pA1, . . . Aj´1,´, Aj`1, . . . Anq, is a natural transformation
from the functor ApA1, . . . Aj´1,´, Aj`1, . . . Anq : Aj Ñ B
to the functor BpA1, . . . Aj´1,´, Aj`1, . . . Anq : Aj Ñ B.
The last condition means commutativity for every morphism f P AjpB,Cq and
every choice of Ai P Ai, i ‰ j of the following diagram on the left (right) in the
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1-covariant (1-contravariant correspondingly) case
ApBpjqq ÝÝÝÝÑ
N
Bpjq
BpBpjqq
Apfpjqq
§§đ §§đBpfpjqq
ApCpjqq
N
CpjqÝÝÝÝÑ BpCpjqq
ApBpjqq ÝÝÝÝÑ
N
Bpjq
BpBpjqq
Apfpjqq
İ§§ İ§§Bpfpjqq
ApCpjqq
N
CpjqÝÝÝÝÑ BpCpjqq
where f pjq “ pfiq with fj “ f and fi “ IdAi , i ‰ j.
Definition 1.11. A transformation NX is called extranatural in Xj if
‚ ApXq is 1-covariant, 1-contravariant in Xj, while BpXq is 0-covariant, 0-
contravariant in Xj and
‚ for every choice of objects A1, . . . , Aj´1, Aj`1, . . . An and every morphism
f P AjpB,Cq the diagram
A7pCBpjqq ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
A7pIdA1 ,...,IdC ,f,...q
ApCpjqq
A
7pIdA1 ,...,f,IdB ,...q
§§đ §§đNCpjq
ApBpjqq
N
BpjqÝÝÝÝÑ BpBpjqq “ BpCpjqq.
is commutative where CBpjq “ pA1, . . . , Aj´1, C,B,Aj`1, . . . Anq, where
Ai “ Ai, . . . , Ail jh n
ki`mi
.
Notice that BpXq being 0-covariant, 0-contravariant means that BpXq is inde-
pendent of Xj . Since B
pjq and Cpjq disagree only in position j, BpBpjqq “ BpCpjqq.
Similarly, one can define extranaturality in Xj for a transformation in the op-
posite direction B ùñ A. There B is independent of Xj . We will not use it, so we
do not go into details.
Example 1.12. Let A,B,D be categories, F : Aop ˆ A Ñ D and G : B Ñ D
functors. Consider the D-formulas
ApX1, X2q “ FpX1, X1q and BpX1, X2q “ GpX2q .
A transformation fromA toB is a family of morphisms EX “ tEpA,Bq P DpFpA,Aq,GpBqu,
where A P A, B P B. Extranaturality in X1 according to Definition 1.11 asserts
that the following diagram commutes for every morphism f P ApA,A1q
FpA1, Aq
FpId,fq
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ FpA1, A1q§§đFpf,Idq §§đEpA1,Bq
FpA,Aq
EpA,Bq
ÝÝÝÝÑ GpBq.
This is precisely the usual notion of extranaturality.
We observe a useful coherence condition, which we formulate as the following
extranaturality property. This can also be viewed as extraassociativity: given g P
ApB,Cq, it asserts that the two possible compositions rC,Dsb rA,Bs Ñ rA,Ds are
equal. With normal instead of enriched homs, the equality reads as pfgqh “ fpghq.
Let α
Â1
k“nXk “ XnbXn´1b¨ ¨ ¨ be an iterated tensor product where α stands
for one of the 1
n
`
2n´2
n´1
˘
possible choices of bracketing.
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Proposition 1.13. Let A1, A2, . . . A2n be objects of C, fi P CpA2i´1, A2iq, i “
1, . . . n, α is a choice of bracketing. Then all morphisms in
C
´
α
â1
k“n´1
rA2k, A2k`1s, rA1, A2ns
¯
,
obtained by applying morphisms fi and categorical compositions
cj,j`1,j`2 : rAj`1, Aj`2s b rAj , Aj`1s Ñ rAj , Aj`2s
in all possible ways, are equal. Moreover, given the two choices of bracketing α
and β, the corresponding morphisms fα and fβ are related via the associativity
constraint:
fα :
α
â1
k“n´1
rA2k, A2k`1s
aα,β
ÝÝÝÑ β
â1
k“n´1
rA2k, A2k`1s
fβ
ÝÑ rA1, A2ns.
We need the following lemma to prove Proposition 1.13.
Lemma 1.14. Let A,B,C be objects of C. The categorical composition
cA,B,C : rB,Cs b rA,Bs Ñ rA,Cs,
is a transformation, natural in A and C and extranatural in B.
Proof. Let
Φ : HompAbB,Cq
⋍
ÝÑ HompA, rB,Csq
denote the adjunction between the functors ´bB and rB,´s and let
evA,B : rA,Bs bAÑ B
be the evaluation map. Recall that Φ is a natural isomorphism in all three vari-
ables, and evA,B is natural in B and extranatural in A [18]. This means that for
morphisms f : AÑ A1 and h : B Ñ B1 we have commutative diagrams:
rA1, Bs bA
rf,IdsbId
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rA,Bs bA§§đIdbf §§đevA,B
rA1, Bs bA1
evA1,B
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ B
and
rA,Bs bA
evA,B
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ B§§đrId,hsbId §§đh
rA,B1s bA
evA,B1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ B1
Now let us investigate the naturality properties of the categorical composition
cA,B,C .
Naturality in A. To obtain naturality in A we want to show that the maps
f1 : rB,Cs b rA
1, Bs
cA1,B,C
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ rA1, Cs
rf,Ids
ÝÝÝÑ rA,Cs
and
f2 : rB,Cs b rA
1, Bs
Idbrf,Ids
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rB,Cs b rA,Bs
cA,B,C
ÝÝÝÝÑ rA,Cs
are equal. Let us compute their adjuncts under Φ. These will be the maps Φ´1pf1q
and Φ´1pf2q, given by the compositions
Φ´1pf1q : rB,Cs b rA
1, Bs bA
cA1,B,CbId
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rA1, Cs bA
Idbf
ÝÝÝÑ rA1, Cs bA1
evA1,C
ÝÝÝÝÑ C
and
Φ´1pf2q : rB,Cs b rA
1, Bs bA
IdbfbId
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rB,Cs b rA,Bs bA
evB,C ˝pIdb evA,Bq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C.
Look at Φ´1pf1q. It is equal to
evA1,CpIdbfqpcA1,B,C b Idq “ evA1,CpcA1,B,C b fq “ evA1,CpcA1,B,C b IdqpIdbfq.
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Using the facts that the evaluation map is the unit of the adjunction Φ and that
cA1,B,C “ Φ
´1pevB,CpIdb evA1,Bqq, we can further rewrite
evA1,CpcA1,B,C b IdqpIdbfq “ evB,CpIdb evA1,BqpIdbfq “ Φ
´1pf2q,
completing the proof of the naturality in A.
Extranaturality in B. Similarly, for extranaturality of cA,B,C in B, we want
to show that for a morphism h : B Ñ B1 in C the maps:
h1 : rB
1, Cs b rA,Bs
rh,IdsbId
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rB,Cs b rA,Bs
cA,B,C
ÝÝÝÝÑ rA,Cs
and
h2 : rB
1, Cs b rA,Bs
IdbrId,hs
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rB1, Cs b rA,B1s
cA,B1,C
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ rA,Cs
are equal.
The adjuncts of h1 and h2 under Φ are the composites:
Φ´1ph1q : rB
1, CsbrA,BsbA
rh,IdsbIdb Id
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rB,CsbrA,BsbA
evB,C ˝pIdb evA,Bq
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C
and
Φ´1ph2q : rB
1, CsbrA,BsbA
IdbrId,hsbId
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rB1, CsbrA,B1sbA
evB1,C ˝pIdb evA,B1 q
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C.
Consider the diagram
rB1, Cs b rA,Bs bA
Idb evA,B
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rB1, Cs bB
rh,IdsbId
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rB,Cs bB§§đIdbrId,hsbId §§đIdbh §§đevB,C
rB1, Cs b rA,B1s bA
Idb evA,B1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rB1, Cs bB1
evB1,C
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ C.
The first square is commutative since it is obtained by applying rB1, Cs b´ to the
commutative square which represents the extranaturality of evA,B in B. The second
square is exactly extranaturality of evB,C in B. Thus, the outer square commutes.
Composing the maps from top left corner to bottom right corner along the top
arrows gives Φ´1ph1q and composing the maps from top left corner to bottom right
corner along the bottom arrows gives Φ´1ph2q. Thus, Φ
´1ph1q “ Φ
´1ph2q and so
are h1 and h2.
Naturality in C. It follows from naturality of evB,C in C and naturality of
Φ. 
Now we are ready to prove Proposition 1.13.
Proof. (of Proposition 1.13) The morphisms in C
´
α
Â1
k“n´1rA2k, A2k`1s, rA1, A2ns
¯
which are combinations of various fi and categorical compositions are obtained by
applying the functors rfi,´s, r´, fis and categorical compositions ck,j,l in all pos-
sible ways. For simplicity, we write ck,j,l for cA2i`k,A2i`j,A2i`l . To show that all
desired morphisms coincide it is enough to show that the following diagrams, which
we call basic moves, commute for every i “ 1, .., n:
‚ Basic move (1):
rA2i`1, A2i`2s b rA2i, A2i`1s
c0,1,2
ÝÝÝÝÑ rA2i, A2i`3s
Idbrfi,Ids
§§đ §§đrfi,Ids
rA2i`1, A2i`3s b rA2i´1, A2i`1s
c´1,1,3
ÝÝÝÝÑ rA2i´1, A2i`3s.
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‚ Basic move (2):
rA2i, A2i`1s b rA2i´2, A2i´1s
IdbrId,fis
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rA2i, A2i`1s b rA2i´2, A2is
rfi,IdsbId
§§đ §§đc´2,0,1
rA2i´1, A2i`1s b rA2i´2, A2i´1s
c´2,´1,1
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ rA2i´2, A2i`1s.
‚ Basic move (3):
rA2i´2, A2is b rA2i´3, A2i´2s
c´3,0,´2
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ rA2i´3, A2is
rId,fisbId
§§đ §§đrId,fis
rA2i´2, A2i´1s b rA2i´3, A2i´2s
c´3,´2,´1
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rA2i´3, A2i´1s.
Note that basic move (1) is equivalent to the categorical composition being nat-
ural in the first variable, basic move (2) is exactly the extranaturality of the compo-
sition in the second variable and basic move (3) is naturality in the third variable.
Thus, Lemma 1.14 establishes the commutativity of all diagrams above. This ar-
gument works for any bracketing α since choosing a bracketing dictates the order
in which we are allowed to compose morphisms. However, all possible cases are
covered by our basic moves, so we are done. 
1.7. Enriched categories. Recall that for categories A,B enriched in a (closed)
monoidal category C with hom objects denoted by r´,´sA and r´,´sB respectively,
a C-enriched functor F : AÑ B consists of the following data:
‚ a map F : AÑ B between the objects of A and B,
‚ an AˆA-indexed family of morphisms in C
FX,Y : rX,Y sA Ñ rFX,FY sB,
which respect the enriched composition and units in A and B.
In Section 1.6 we discuss extranaturality properties of morphisms in C. There is an
analogue of those in the setting of enriched categories [19]. More precisely, if A,B
are as above and F ,G : AÑ B are C-enriched functors, a C-natural transformation
F ùñ G is an A-indexed family of morphisms, such that for every X,Y P A the
following diagram commutes:
rX,Y sA rFX,FY sB
rGX,GY sB rGX,FY sB
GX,Y
FX,Y
pαY q‹
pαX q
‹
where
pαXq
‹ : rGX,GY sB – rGX,GY sB b ‹
IdbαXÝÝÝÝÝÑ rGX,GY sB b rFX,GY sB
cBFX,GX,GY
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rFX,GY sB,
and
pαY q‹ : rFX,FY sB – ‹ b rGX,GY sB
αY bIdÝÝÝÝÑ
αY bIdÝÝÝÝÑ rFX,GY sB b rFX,FY sB
cBFX,FY,GY
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rFX,GY sB.
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Similarly to Definition 1.11 one can talk about C-extranaturality (or extraordi-
narly C-naturality) when dealing with enriched functors of the form F : AˆAop Ñ
B. We do not include the full definition, so for further details we refer the reader
to [19, 1.7]. The following observations are useful.
Lemma 1.15. (cf. [19, 1.7, 1.8]) Let C be a closed monoidal category and A a
C-enriched category. The following statements hold:
(1) The internal hom r´,´sA is C-natural in both variables.
(2) The enriched composition cA´,´,´ is C-natural in the first and third variable,
and C-extranatural in the second.
(3) If B is another C-enriched category and F : A Ñ B a C-enriched functor,
the maps FX,Y are C-natural in both X and Y .
Lemma 1.16. Let C be a closed monoidal category with internal hom r´,´s. If f P
CpX,Y q is a monomorphism, then the corresponding evaluation map rfZ : rZ,Xs Ñ
rZ, Y s is a monomorphism for all Z P C.
Proof. Let W P C and consider two morphisms g, h P CpW, rZ,Xsq, such thatrfZg “ rfZh. The adjunct of rfZh decomposes with the adjuncts of g and h:
W b Z ⇒ X
f
ÝÑ Y.
Since f is a monomorphism, the adjuncts of g and h are equal. Hence, g “ h andrfZ is a monomorphism. 
Lemma 1.17. Let C be a closed monoidal category with internal hom r´,´s. If
f P CpX,Y q is an epimorphism, then the corresponding map fZ : X b Z Ñ Y b Z
is an epimorphism for all Z P C.
Proof. Fix an object Z of C. By definition, the functor ´b Z is the left adjoint of
rZ,´s. It is a standard fact that left adjoints preserve epimorphisms. 
As C is a closed monoidal category, it is in fact enriched in itself [27, Lemma
3.4.9]. Since C is complete and cocomplete, it has kernels and cokernels of pairs.
The kernel of a pair f, g : X ⇒ Y represents a functor
Cop Ñ Sets , Z ÞÑ kerpf˝, g˝ : CpZ,Xq⇒ CpZ, Y qq.
Similarly, an enriched kernel is a map h : K Ñ X such that the functor
E : Cop Ñ C, Z ÞÑ kerp rfZ , rgZ : rZ,Xs⇒ rZ, Y sq.
is represented by K with the natural isomorphism r´,Ks Ñ E given by the eval-
uation rf´. Similarly, an enriched cokernel of the pair f, g : X ⇒ Y is a map
d : Y Ñ C such the functor
F : C Ñ C, Z ÞÑ cokerpZ rf, Zrg : rY, Zs⇒ rX,Zsq,
where Z rf and Zrg are evaluations on the other side, is represented by C with the
natural isomorphism rC,´s Ñ F is given by the evaluation ´ rd.
Lemma 1.18. In a closed complete cocomplete monoidal category C kernels coin-
cide with enriched kernels. If, furthermore, C is biclosed, then cokernels coincide
with enriched cokernels.
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Proof. Suppose h : K Ñ X is a kernel of a pair f, g : X ⇒ Y . The functor rZ,´s
preserves limits because it is a right adjoint. Thus, rZ,Ks is an enriched kernel of
the pair rfZ , rgZ : rZ,Xs ⇒ rZ, Y s, which means that f : K Ñ X is an enriched
kernel.
The proof for cokernels is similar but requires biclosedness. Let d : Y Ñ C be a
cokernel of a pair f, g : X ⇒ Y . The functor
r´, Zs : Cop Ñ C
preserves limits because it is a right adjoint. Indeed,
CpX, rY, Zsq – CpX b Y, Zq – CpY, ČrX,Zsq “ CoppČrX,Zs, Y q
so that its left adjoint is Čr´, Zs : Cop Ñ C .
Thus, rC,Zs is an enriched kernel of the pair Z rf, Zrg : rY, Zs⇒ rX,Zs, which means
that d : Y Ñ C is an enriched cokernel. 
1.8. Internal homs for modules and comodules. The objective of this section
is to show that both comodules and contramodules form categories enriched in C.
To achieve this objective, we look further at the internally adjoint pair pT % F q
of endofunctors on C where T is a comonad and F is a monad. The corresponding
external adjunction has unit and counit
ι : IdÑ FT, ǫ : TF Ñ Id .
Given T -comodules pX, ρXq and pY, ρY q (where ρX : X Ñ TX is the structure
map), let us consider the following two morphisms. The first morphism is the
internal analogue of the composition with ρY :
αTX,Y : rX,Y s
rIdX ,ρY s
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rX,TY s.
The second morphism utilises ρX and appears more involved (cf. Section 2.1 for
an example of these maps for vector spaces):
βTX,Y : rX,Y s
rIdX ,ιY s
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ rX,FTY s – rTX, TY s
rρX ,IdTY s
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rX,TY s.
By definition, the C-comodule homomorphisms from X to Y is the equaliser of
αTX,Y and β
T
X,Y . More generally, we have the following:
Definition 1.19. Let C and T be as in the beginning of this section. Denote by
CT the collection of objects in C which are T -comodules. The T -comodule maps
object between objects X,Y P CT , denoted rX,Y sCT , or in shorthand rX,Y sT , is
the equaliser of the maps αTX,Y and β
T
X,Y defined above.
Proposition 1.20. With notation and conventions as above CT becomes a category
enriched in C.
Proof. Pick three objects X,Y, Z P CT . We will observe that the morphism
γ : rY, ZsT b rX,Y sT Ñ rY, Zs b rX,Y s Ñ rX,Zs
has the equalising property
αTX,Zγ “ β
T
X,Zγ : rY, ZsT b rX,Y sT Ñ rX,TZs .
Hence, γ uniquely factors through the equaliser producing the internal composition
cTX,Y,Z : rY, ZsT b rX,Y sT Ñ rX,ZsT .
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The key observation proceeds in five steps. First, Proposition 1.13 tells us that
αTX,Zγ is equal to the composition
γ1 : rY, ZsT b rX,Y sT Ñ rY, Zs b rX,Y s
rY,ρZsbId
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rY, TZs b rX,Y s Ñ rX,TZs.
Second, by the equalising property of rY, ZsT , γ1 is equal to the composition
γ2 : rY, ZsTbrX,Y sT Ñ rY, ZsbrX,Y s Ñ rTY, TZsbrX,Y s
rρY ,ZsbId
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rY, TZsbrX,Y s Ñ rX,TZs.
Third, Proposition 1.13 strikes again: γ2 is equal to
γ3 : rY, ZsTbrX,Y sT Ñ rTY, TZsbrX,Y s
IdbrX,ρY s
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rTY, TZsbrX,TY s Ñ rX,TZs.
Fourth, by the equalising property of rX,Y sT , γ3 is equal to
γ4 : rY, ZsTbrX,Y sT Ñ rTY, TZsbrTX, TY s
IdbrρX ,TY s
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rTY, TZsbrX,TY s Ñ rX,TZs.
Finally, Proposition 1.13 finishes the job: γ4 is equal to β
T
X,Zγ.
Let us now verify the properties of the internal composition cTX,Y,Z , in particular,
associativity and unitality. For X,Y P CT denote by γ
T
X,Y : rX,Y sT Ñ rX,Y s the
natural map (coming from the equaliser). Let us start with associativity. Consider
the following diagram:
prY, ZsT b rX,ZsT q b rW,XsT rY, ZsT b prX,Y sT b rW,XsT q
prY, Zs b rX,Y sq b rW,Xs rY, Zs b prX,Y s b rW,Xsq
rX,Zs b rW,Xs rY, Zs b rW,Y s
rX,ZsT b rW,XsT rW,Zs rY, ZsT b rW,Y sT
rW,ZsT
a
f1
g1
a
g11
cTW,X,Z
γTW,Z
cW,Z,Xg
1
2
g2 f2
cW,Y,Z
cTW,Y,Z
f 12
f 11
where
f1 – γ
T
X,Y b γ
T
X,Y b γ
T
W,X , f2 – IdbcW,Y,X ,
f 11 – Idbc
T
W,X,Y , f
1
2 – γ
T
Y,Z b γ
T
W,Y .
The maps g1, g2, g
1
1, g
1
2 are defined analogously.
To show that internal composition is associative, we need to show that the outer
pentagon commutes. Now, the top, outer right, outer left, bottom right and bottom
left squares commute by the definition of T -comodule maps. The inner pentagon
commutes since a closed monoidal category is enriched in itself [27, Lemma 3.4.9].
Thus, the outer pentagon commutes: let ψ – cW,Y,Zf
1
2f
1
1a. We have:
ψ “ cW,Y,Zppf2f1qaq “ cW,Y,Zpf2pag1qq “
“ cW,Z,Xpg2g1q “ cW,Z,Xpg
1
2g
1
1q “ pcW,Z,Xg
1
2qg
1
1 “ pγ
T
W,Zc
T
W,X,Zqg
1
1.
However, following a different route we have:
ψ “ pcW,Y,Zf
1
2qf
1
1a “ pγ
T
W,Zc
T
W,Y,Zqf
1
1a.
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As γTW,Z is a monomorphism, c
T
W,X,Zg
1
1 “ c
T
W,Y,Zf
1
1a, finishing the proof of the
associativity part. For unitality, let jCX : ‹ Ñ rX,Xs be the adjunct of the left
unitor λX : ‹ bX Ñ X in C. Observe that j
C
X equalises the morphisms α
T
X,X and
βTX,X : α
T
X,X ˝ j
C
X and β
T
X,X ˝ j
C
X are adjuncts of
‹ bX Ñ rX,Xs bX
rId,ρX sbId
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rX,TXs bX
evX,TX
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ TX
and
‹ bX Ñ rX,Xs bX
evX,X
ÝÝÝÝÑ X
ρXÝÝÑ TX
respectively. These two morphisms are equal by the naturality property of the
evaluation morphism. Thus, by the universal property of the equaliser, there exists
a morphism
jTX : ‹ Ñ rX,XsT .
We claim that this morphism is the identity in CT . Let us check that composition
cT is unital with respect to this identity. We show it is left unital. The proof for
right unital is analogous. Consider the diagram:
rY, Y sT b rX,Y sT rY, Y s b rX,Y s
rX,Y sT rX,Y s
‹ b rX,Y sT ‹ b rX,Y s
γTY,Y b γ
T
X,X
γTX,Y
cTX,Y,Y cX,Y,Y
jTY b Id j
C
Y b Id
λrX,Y sλrX,Y sT
IdbγTX,Y
where λ´ is the left unitor in C and ϕi are the equaliser maps. The top and bottom
trapezoid commute by the equaliser property. The right triangle commutes since C
is enriched in itself, and the outer square commutes since the morphisms jC factor
through the equaliser. Thus, the left triangle commutes too, finishing the proof. 
We can repeat all of this for F -modules pX, θXq and pY, θY q where θX : FX Ñ X
is the structure map. The first key morphism, which utilises θY , appears more
involved this time:
αFX,Y : rX,Y s
rǫX ,IdY s
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ rTFX, Y s – rFX,FY s
rIdFX ,θY s
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rFX, Y s.
The second key morphism is just the internal analogue of the composition with θX :
βFX,Y : rX,Y s
rθX ,IdY s
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rFX, Y s.
Definition 1.21. With C and F as in the beginning of this section, denote by CF
the collection of objects in C which are F -modules. The F -comodule maps object
between objects X,Y P CF , denoted rX,Y sCF or, in shorthand rX,Y s
F , is the
equaliser of the maps αFX,Y and β
F
X,Y defined above.
The reader is advised to observe that Definition 1.21 fully agrees with the ex-
ample in Section 2.1.
Proposition 1.22. CF is a category enriched in C.
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Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 1.20. In the same way we
show that the morphism
γ : rY, ZsF b rX,Y sF Ñ rY, Zs b rX,Y s Ñ rX,Zs
equalises αFX,Y and β
F
X,Y , producing the internal to C
F composition
cFX,Y,Z : rY, Zs
F b rX,Y sF Ñ rX,ZsF .
Defining the unit of the enriched category and verifying the axioms of an enriched
category is done in the same way as in Proposition 1.20. 
1.9. Comodule-contramodule correspondence. Now we tackle the main re-
sults of Chapter 1.
Theorem 1.23. The assignment X ÞÑ rz, XsT determines a functor R : CT Ñ C
F
of C-enriched categories.
Proof. We start by showing that RX “ rz, XsT is indeed an F -module. We then
construct the morphisms RX,Y which are part of the data of the enriched functor
R and show they satisfy the desired properties.
1. RX is an F -module. To show that RX is indeed an F -module we need to
construct a map θRX : FRX Ñ RX which satisfies the associativity and unitality
conditions. By Lemma 1.3 F – rz, s. Thus, by the universal property of the
equaliser it is enough to show that there exists a map g : FRX Ñ FX , such that
αT
z,X ˝ g “ β
T
z,X ˝ g, where α
T
z,X and β
T
z,X are as in the beginning of the section.
Let γTX – γ
T
z,X : RX Ñ FX be the natural equalisation map. Then θRX is the
map satisfying γTX ˝ θRX “ g. Let g be the composition:
g : FRX
FγTXÝÝÝÑ FFX
–
ÝÑ rzbz, Xs
rρz,Ids
ÝÝÝÝÑ FX.
Consider the sequence of maps:
(1) Θα,Θβ : FRX
FγTXÝÝÝÑ FFX
FαT
z,X
⇒
FβT
z,X
FFTX
–
ÝÑ rzbz, TXs
rρz,Ids
ÝÝÝÝÑ FTX,
where Θα is the composition along Fα
T
z,X and Θβ is the composition along Fβ
T
z,X .
Using the fact that in this case αT
z,X “ FρX it is easy to observe that Θα is
equal to:
(2) FRX
FγTXÝÝÝÑ FFX – rzbz, Xs
rρz,Ids
ÝÝÝÝÑ FX
αT
z,X
ÝÝÝÑ FTX
In particular, αT
z,X ˝ g “ Θα.
Moreover, observe that Θα “ Θβ equal since F is a right adjoint and thus
preserves equalisers. Thus, αT
z,X ˝ g “ β
T
z,X ˝ g establishing the existence of the
map θRX : FRX Ñ RX as requested.
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To tackle associativity of θRX consider the diagram
FFRX
µRXÝÝÝÝÑ FRX§§đFθRX §§đθRX
FRX
θRXÝÝÝÝÑ RX§§đFγTX §§đγTX
FFX
µXÝÝÝÝÑ FX,
where µ : FF Ñ F is the natural transformation coming from the monad structure
on F .
To prove the claim we need to show that the top square commutes. The bottom
square commutes by naturality of the equaliser maps. The outer rectangle also
commutes: γTX ˝ θRX ˝ µRX “ g ˝ µRX “ µX ˝ Fg “ µX ˝ FθRX ˝ γ
T
X , which hold
by definition of θRX and µ being a natural transformation. This yields our claim.
To show that the unitality axiom holds, we need to verify the commutativity of
the diagram on the left:
RX FRX
RX
ηRX
θRX
Id
FX FFX
FX
ηFX
µFX
Id
It follows from the commutativity of the diagram on the right and from the fact
that the natural morphism γTX is a monomorphism (indeed, a kernel of a pair is
always a monomorphism). The commutativity of the right diagram is the unitality
property of the monad F .
2. The maps RX,Y . To establish that R is indeed an enriched functor, for
every pX, ρXq, pY, ρY q P CT , we need maps
RX,Y : rX,Y sT Ñ rRX,RY s
F ,
which commute with enriched composition and units. Let us construct those.
The functor F is the “free F -module” functor: we have maps
F 1X,Y : rX,Y s
FX,Y
ÝÝÝÑ rFX,FY sF Ñ rFX,FY s
for arbitrary X,Y P C. Given pX, ρXq P CT , the natural map γ
T
X : RX Ñ FX
yields a map
R1X,Y : rX,Y sT Ñ rX,Y s Ñ rFX,FY s
F rγ
T
X ,IdsÝÝÝÝÝÑ rRX,FY sF .
Its composition with the natural map γFRX,FY : rRX,FY s
F Ñ rRX,FY s admits
the adjunct that is the enriched composition
cTz,X,Y : rX,Y sT b rz, XsT Ñ rz, Y s.
Since the enriched composition preserves T -comodule maps, cTz,X,Y factors through
cTz,X,Y : rX,Y sT b rz, XsT Ñ rz, Y sT .
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The corresponding adjunct map R:X,Y yields a factorisation
(3) Ψγ,R1 – γ
F
RX,FY ˝R
1
X,Y : rX,Y sT
R
:
X,Y
ÝÝÝÝÑ rRX,RY s
rId,γTY sÝÝÝÝÑ rRX,FY s.
The key question is whether R:X,Y “ends up” in the F -module maps, i.e., factors
through as
R
:
X,Y : rX,Y sT
RX,Y
ÝÝÝÝÑ rRX,RY sF
γFRX,RY
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ rRX,RY s.
For this to be true, we require that αFRX,RY ˝ R
:
X,Y “ β
F
RX,RY ˝ R
:
X,Y . Let
γY – rId, γ
T
Y s.
rX,Y sT rRX,FY s rFRX,FY s
rX,Y sT rRX,RY s rFRX,RY s
Ψγ,R1
“
αFRX,FY
βFRX,FY
R
:
X,Y
γY
αFRX,RY
βFRX,RY
γY
Note that the right square commutes by naturality of the internal hom and
the left square commutes by definition of Ψγ,R1 . Thus, γY ˝ α
F
RX,RY ˝ R
:
X,Y “
αFRX,FY ˝ γY ˝R
:
X,Y “ α
F
RX,FY ˝Ψγ,R1 .
However, as γFRX,FY ˝R
1
X,Y “ Ψγ,R1 equalises the pair pα
F
RX,FY , β
F
RX,FY q, we
deduce
γY ˝ α
F
RX,RY ˝R
:
X,Y “ γY ˝ β
F
RX,RY ˝R
:
X,Y .
By Lemma 1.16 the natural map γY : rFRX,RY s Ñ rFRX,FY s is a monomor-
phism, finishing the proof of the statement. Moreover, by construction the maps
RX,Y automatically respect enriched composition and units.

In the case when C is the category of vector spaces the functor R admits a left
adjoint functor L, given by the contratensor product LpY q “ CdC Y (cf. Example
2.1). This can be pushed through in higher generality as well. Back to the case
when C is an arbitrary complete cocomplete closed monoidal category and pT % F q
is a comonad-monad adjoint pair on C, we consider the following morphisms in C:
(4) αY : TFY
TθYÝÝÝÑ TY, βY : TFY
∆FY
ÝÝÝÑ TTFY
Tǫ IdYÝÝÝÝÑ TY,
where pY, θY q is a given F -module.
Theorem 1.24. Suppose that C is a bicomplete monoidal category. Then the as-
signment of the coequaliser of αY and βY to any F -module Y determines a functor
L : CF Ñ CT of C-enriched categories. Moreover, pL % Rq is a C-enriched adjoint
pair.
Proof. We start by showing that L is a functor of enriched categories. The proof
of this part is similar to the proof of Theorem 1.23. Thus, we need to first show
that LY is indeed a T -comodule for every pY, θY q P C
F , i.e., we need an associative
unital map ρLY : LY Ñ TLY . Let γY : TY Ñ LY denote the natural coequaliser
map. To obtain the map ρLY it is enough to construct a map f : TY Ñ TLY , such
that f ˝ αY “ f ˝ βY . Let f be the composition
TY
µTY
ÝÝÝÑ TTY
TγY
ÝÝÝÑ TLY.
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The fact that µ : T Ñ TT is a natural transformation allows us to rewrite:
f ˝ βY “ TγY ˝ TβY ˝ µTFY “ TγY βY ˝ µTFY “
“ TγY αY ˝ µTFY “ f ˝ αY .
Thus, we have a map ρLY : LY Ñ TLY . It is associative since µ is associative.
The argument for unitality is similar to the argument in the proof of Theorem 1.23:
we use the unitality of the comonad T and the fact that γY : TY Ñ TLY is an
epimorphism (by Lemma 1.17).
Next we need to show that for every pair of objects pXθXq, pY, θY q P C
F , there
exists a map LX,Y : rX,Y s
F Ñ rLX,LY sT respecting the enriched composition
and units in CF .
To obtain such LX,Y we first construct a map L
:
X,Y : rX,Y s
F Ñ rLX,LY s. By
adjunction this is equivalent to having a map ǫX,Y : rX,Y s
F b LX Ñ LY . Let
evFX,Y be the map
evFX,Y : rX,Y s
F bX bz
γFX,Y bId
ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ rX,Y s bX bz
evX,Y
ÝÝÝÝÑ Y bz “ TY.
Recall that for every pY, θY q P C
F we write γY : TY Ñ LY for the natural co-
equaliser maps. Let
d– γY ˝ ev
F
X,Y : rX,Y s
F bX bzÑ LY.
The desired map L:X,Y exists if d coequalises αX , βX : TFX ⇒ TX . Since
pX, θXq, pY, θY q P C
F by definition prX,Y sF , γFX,Y q is the equaliser of the pair
pαFX,Y , β
F
X,Y q defined earlier in the section. Applying the adjunction, the equaliser
property becomes the commutativity of the square
rX,Y sF b FX rX,Y s b FX FY
rX,Y sF bX rX,Y s bX Y
IdbθX
γFX,Y bId cz,X,Y
θY
γFX,Y bId evX,Y
Applying the functor T to the diagram above, by associativity we obtain that
αY ˝ c
F
z,X,Y “ ev
F
X,Y ˝ IdrX,Y sF bαX .
We repeat the same procedure for βX , βY in place of αX , αY . In particular,
d ˝ αX “ γY ˝ αY ˝ c
F
z,X,Y “ γY ˝ βY ˝ c
F
z,X,Y “ d ˝ βX .
Thus, we have well-defined maps L:X,Y : rX,Y s
F Ñ rLX,LY s.
Having defined L:X,Y , in order to obtain the maps LX,Y we repeat the proof of
Theorem 1.23 line-by-line using the functor T instead of F and L instead of R.
We proceed to the proof of the second statement. To show that pL,Rq is a
C-enriched adjoint pair we need to show that there is a C-natural isomorphism of
bifunctors
rLX,Y sT – rX,RY s
F .
Note that by Lemma 1.15 the internal hom bifunctor r´,´s is a C-natural trans-
formation. Thus, the adjunction pT % F q becomes an isomorphism of C-enriched
bifunctors
rTX, Y s – rX,FY s .
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Moreover, we have rTX, Y sT – rX,RY s and rLX,Y s – rX,FY s
F as objects in
C. Note that the maps αTTX,TY , β
T
TX,TY : rTX, Y s ⇒ rTX, TY s are adjuncts of
the maps rId, αT
z,X s, rId, β
T
z,Xs : rX,FY s ⇒ rX,FTY s. Observe that the functor
rX,´s is a right adjoint and thus preserves kernels. Combined with the fact that
rTX, Y s – rX,FY s is an isomorphism of bifunctors, we can deduce that every map
which equalises the pair pαTTX,TY , β
T
TX,TY q also equalises prId, α
T
z,X s, rId, β
T
z,Xsq.
This implies the isomorphism rTX, Y sT – rX,RY s.
Again, by Lemma 1.15 this isomorphism is, in fact, a C-enriched isomorphism of
enriched bifunctors. The argument for rLX,Y s – rX,FY sF is analogous.
We can complete the proof by observing that the following squares are cartesian
in C:
rTX, Y s
rγX ,Ids
ÐÝÝÝÝÝ rLX,Y s
γTTX,Y
İ§§ γTLX,Y İ§§
rTX, Y sT ÐÝÝÝÝ
ψ
rLX,Y sT
–
rX,FY s
γFX,FY
ÐÝÝÝÝ rX,FY sFİ§§rId,γTz,Xs İ§§φ
rX,RY s ÐÝÝÝÝ
γF
X,RY
rX,RY sF
Let d1 – rγX , Ids ˝ γ
T
LX,Y and d2 – rId, γ
T
z,X s ˝ γ
F
X,RY . The maps d1 and
d2 clearly equalise the pairs pα
T
TX,TY , β
T
TX,TY q and prId, α
T
z,X s, rId, β
T
z,X sq respec-
tively. Thus, by definition d1 “ γ
T
TX,Y ˝ ψ, i.e., the left square commutes. The
universal property of the equaliser implies that rLX,Y sT is a pullback. A similar
argument shows that the square on the right is cartesian. The existence of the
C-enriched isomorphisms of bifunctors explained above completes the proof.

Note that the first part of Theorem 1.24 would have been an immediate con-
sequence of Theorem 1.23 if we had a well-defined enriched duality between the
categories CT and C
F and their opposites pCT q
op and pCF qop. More precisely, ob-
serve that if we were in a setting of usual, rather than enriched categories, the
functor L would be precisely the functor Rop. However, as the opposite category of
an enriched category is enriched in Crev, not in Cop, where Crev is the category with
the same objects and morphisms as C but with the opposite tensor product. More-
over, Crev is not a closed monoidal category and thus the desired duality argument
fails. We believe it can be fixed if one was to look at a two level comonad-monad
pairs. However, we leave this problem for subsequent research and do not address
it here.
1.10. Connection with Kleisli categories. Let ĂCT and ĂCF be Kleisli categories.
These are full subcategories of CT and C
F spanned by cofree comodules TX and
free modules FX . These categories are isomorphic [5, 2.6]. The isomorphisms are
given by ĂCT ÐÑ ĂCF , TX ÐÑ FX .
Observe that
RpTXq “ rz, TXsT – rz, Xs “ FX .
The isomorphism between the Kleisli categories extends to an equivalence between
their Karoubian completions [5, 2.8], which agree with the full subcategories of CT
and CF spanned by FT -injective T -comodules and F
F -projective F -modules. In
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one direction this equivalence is given by
(5) R : CinjT ÝÑ C
F
proj .
Our results imply that this is a C-enriched functor. The following two questions
are worth further attention.
Question 1.25. What is the relation between L and a quasiinverse of R in (5)?
Question 1.26. Are CinjT and C
F
proj equivalent as C-enriched in categories?
1.11. Change of comonoid. We would like to collect standard technical facts on
the behaviour of comodules and contramodules under a morphism f : z Ñ pz of
comonoids in C. We leave their proofs as an exercise to the reader.
We denote the two comonad-monad adjoint pairs by pT % F q and p pT % pF q.
Clearly, we have restriction functors
Res : CT Ñ C pT , RespM,ρ :M Ñ TMq “ pM,Tf ˝ ρq,
Res : CF Ñ C
pF , RespM, θ : FM ÑMq “ pM, θ ˝ Ffq.
Besides the comodules and the contramodules, we would like to consider the
overcategory (or slice category) pC Ózq, although the assumptions of z, pz being
comonoids and f being a comonoid morphism are unnecessary for the overcategory.
Again there is a restriction functor
Res : pC Ózq Ñ pC Ó pzq, RespM,φ :M Ñ zq “ pM, f ˝ φq.
All three functors deserve the same notation because they are essentially the “same”
functor, at least they are the same on objects. The similarity breaks down when we
consider the existence of induction functors, forcing us to use different notations.
We start with the overcategory because it is the easiest one to understand.
Proposition 1.27. (cf. [13, Lemma 7.6.6]) Let z, pz be any objects of C, f P
Cpz, pzq. Then
Ind Ó: pC Ó pzq Ñ pC Ózq, Ind Ó pP, φ : P Ñ pzq “ pP ˆ pz z, π2q,
where π2 is the projection onto the second component, is a C-enriched functor,
internally right adjoint to Res.
Our comodules are right comodules since T “ ´ b z. Similarly, there is a
category of left comodules, TC, comodules over the comonad T
1 “ z b ´. The
comonoid z is naturally an object of both TC and CT . In fact, it is a bicomodule
in a suitable sense. If C is biclosed, then we can use Proposition 1.20 to equip TC
with enrichment in C.
Proposition 1.28. (cf. [6, 11.1.9]) Suppose that C is biclosed.
(1) There exists a cotensor product, an enriched in C bifunctor
´z´ : CT ˆ TC Ñ C,
where MzN is the equaliser of the pair of maps
ρM b IdN , a
´1
M,z,N ˝ pIdM bρNq : M bN ⇒ pM bzq bN.
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(2) If f is a morphism of comonoids and the monad T preserves equalisers of
pairs of morphisms, then
IndT : C pT Ñ CT , IndT pM,ρ :M Ñ pT pMqq “ pM pzz, rρq
where the structure morphism rρ appears in the diagram
M pzz M bz pM b pzq bz
pM pzzq bz pM bzq bz ppM b pzq bzq bz
rρ a´1¨,¨,¨˝pIdb∆zq a´1¨,¨,¨˝pIdb∆zq
with equalisers in both rows and commutative squares, as soon as only the
top or only the bottom arrows are taken in the right square, defines a C-
enriched functor, internally right adjoint to Res.
If T is continuous, then it preserves the equalisers. Similarly in Proposition 1.29
below, if F is cocontinuous, then it preserves the coequalisers. In the category of
chain complexes over a commutative ring K (see Section 3.7), these are conditions
for z to be flat and projective correspondingly. See also Section 2.4.
Opposite to comodules, biclosedness of C is necessary even to define the left
contramodules: these are objects Y with structure map Črz, Y s Ñ Y . On the
other hand, the left contramodules are not necessary for the construction of the
coinduction.
Proposition 1.29. (cf. [24, 2.2])
(1) There exists a cohom, a C-enriched bifunctor
Cohomzp´,´q : CT ˆ C
F Ñ C,
where CohomzpM,P q is the coequaliser of the pair of maps
adM,P ˝ rρM , IdP s, rIdM , θP s : rM,F pP qs⇒ rM,P s,
where adM,P is the internal adjunction map.
(2) If C is biclosed, f is a morphism of comonoids and the comonad F is
cocontinuous, then
Coind F : C
pF Ñ CF , Coind F pP, θ : pF pP q Ñ P q “ pCohom pzpz, P q, rθq
where the structure morphism rθ appears in the diagram
rz, rpz, P ss rz, P s Cohom pzpz, P q
rz, rzb pz, P ss rz, rz, P ss rz,Cohom pzpz, P qs
r∆z,Ids˝a
´1
¨,¨,¨˝ad¨,¨ r∆z,Ids˝ad¨,¨ rθ
with coequalisers in both rows and commutative squares, as soon as only
the top or only the bottom arrows are taken in the left square, defines a
C-enriched functor, internally left adjoint to Res.
We finish this section with a question, reminiscent of the standard cohom-
defining property in linear categories (cf. [24, 2.2]):
Question 1.30. Assuming that C is biclosed, does there exist a C-enriched natural
equivalence of trifunctors CT ˆ TC ˆ C Ñ C
rMzN,Xs – CohomzpM, rN,Xsq ?
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2. Examples
While the general theory of comodules and contramodules in categories is exhil-
arating, it is instructive to examine concrete examples. Each section in this chapter
is devoted to an example.
2.1. Vector spaces. Let C be the category of vector spaces over a field K. The
internal hom is more-or-less the same as the hom: CpX,Y q “ rX,Y s “ ČrX,Y s. The
only difference is that CpX,Y q is a set, while rX,Y s comes with a natural vector
space structure. The unit object ‹ is the one-dimensional vector space K.
A chief z of the pair pT % F q is just a coalgebra so that
T pXq “ X bz, F pXq “ rz, Xs.
Writing the comodule structure map in Sweedler’s Σ-notation ρXpxq “
ř
pxq xp0qb
xp1q, so that the two maps in Definition 1.19 are
αTX,Y pfqpxq “
ÿ
pfpxqq
fpxqp0q b fpxqp1q, β
T
X,Y pfqpxq “
ÿ
pxq
fpxp0qq b xp1q.
It follows that the category CT of T -comodules (as defined in Section 1.8) is iso-
morphic to the usual category of z-comodules.
We can no longer write the contramodule structure maps in the Sweedler’s Σ-
notation. Instead it is instructive to inspect the square
(6)
rz, Xs
θXÝÝÝÝÑ X§§đf˝ f§§đ
rz, Y s
θYÝÝÝÝÑ Y
that depends on a linear map f : X Ñ Y . The left-bottom path of the square
is αFX,Y pfq and the top-right path of the square is β
F
X,Y pfq. By definition, f is a
z-contramodule homomorphism if and only if αFX,Y pfq “ β
F
X,Y pfq if and only if the
square is commutative. Thus, the space of z-contramodule homomorphisms from
X to Y is the equaliser of αFX,Y and β
F
X,Y , exactly as in Definition 1.21. It follows
that the category CF of F -modules is isomorphic to the less well known category
of z-contramodules.
The adjoint functors L ans R are described by Positselski in this case [25].
They define an equivalence between the coderived category of z-comodules and
the contraderived category of z-contramodules. See Section 3.7 for further details
on the slightly more general case of DG-coalgebras.
2.2. Specific coalgebra. Let us consider the polynomial coalgebra z “ Krzs,
∆pzq “ 1 b z ` z b 1. A z-comodule is a vector space V with a countable family
of operators ρn, n P N such that
ρ : V Ñ V bz, ρpvq “
ÿ
n
ρnpvq b z
n.
It needs to satisfy the unitality condition
(7) ρ0pvq “ v,
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the associativity condition
(8) ρmpρnpvqq “
ˆ
m` n
n
˙
ρm`npvq
and the finiteness condition
(9) @v DN @n ą N ρnpvq “ 0.
Notice that in characteristic zero this is just a vector space with a locally nilpotent
operator ρ1 such that ρn “ ρ
pnq
1 “
1
n!
ρn1 .
A z-contramodule is a vector space V with a countable family of operators
θn, n P N such that
θ : rz, V s Ñ V, θpfq “
ÿ
n
θnpfpz
nqq.
It is easy to see that the unitality and the associativity conditions for θ are the
same as for ρ. In particular, in characteristic zero θn “ θ
pnq
1 “
1
n!
θn1 for all n. The
finiteness condition is different: since fpznq can be any sequence of elements of V ,
the condition can be stated as
(10) @ sequence pvnq, vn P V the sum
ÿ
n
θnpvnq is well-defined.
Such well-definedness may or may not result from series convergence in some topol-
ogy. Positselski [26, 0.2] emphasises the point that it is an algebraic infinite summa-
tion operation that, in this case, is a linear map s : U Ñ V where U is a subspace
of V rrtss such thatÿ
n
θnpfpz
nqqtn P U and θpfq “ s
`ÿ
n
θnpfpz
nqqtn
˘
for all f P rz, V s.
For instance, Krxs with ρn “ B
pnq
x “
1
n!
Bn
Bxn is a z-comodule but not a z-
contramodule. On the other hand, Krrx´1ss with the same operators θn “ B
pnq
x is
a z-contramodule but not a z-comodule. In this case
U “ t
ÿ
n
hnt
n | hn P px
´nq ⊳ Krrx´1ssu , sp
ÿ
n
hnt
nq “
ÿ
n
hn
is well-defined because the calculation of the coefficient in front of each x´n requires
only a finite sum.
If K is a field of characteristic zero, this comodule and this contramodule corre-
spond to each other under the comodule-contramodule correspondence:
RpKrxsq – Krrx´1ss – F‹ , LpKrrx´1ssq – Krxs – T ‹ .
2.3. Sets. The category of sets Sets has a closed symmetric monoidal structure
given by the product of sets and a monoidal unit given by a one point set ˚ “ tpu.
In this category the internal hom and the external hom are the same set, denoted
here by rX,Y s. Let ψ “ pα, βq : X Ñ X ˆX be a coproduct. The counital axiom
immediately implies that αpxq “ x “ βpxq and so ψ is equal to the diagonal map
∆. Thus, each set X has a unique comonoid structure. We fix a base set z and
identify this with the comonoid
pz,∆, ǫq
where ∆ is the diagonal map zÑ zˆz and ǫ : zÑ tpu is the unique map.
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By a z-set we mean a pair pX,φq where X is a set and φ : X Ñ z is a function.
A morphism of z-sets is a function f making the following square commutative:
X
f
ÝÝÝÝÑ Y§§đφX §§đφY
z
Id
ÝÝÝÝÑ z
A z-set pX,φq admits a canonical right z-comodule structure, given by
(11) ρφ : X Ñ X ˆz, ρφpyq “ py, φpyqq.
The counitality of ρ easily implies that any z-comodule is of this form. We state
this as a proposition, which allows us to identify the category CT with the category
of z-sets from now on.
Proposition 2.1. For any set z formula (11) defines an isomorphism from the
category pSets Ózq of z-sets to the category Setsz of z-comodules.
The right z-contramodules are a bit more intriguing. These are sets Y with a
contramodule operation
θ : rz, Y s Ñ Y
subject to the contraassociativity and contraunitality. A good thought experiment
to visualise these axioms is to write the structure map in the “integral” notation:
(12) θpfq “ θxpfpxqq “ “
ż
z
fpxqdx ”
Further it is useful to identify rz, rz, Xss with rzˆz, Xs. A map f : zˆzÑ X
is a two-variable function fpx, yq. Now every a P X admits a constant function
Constapxq “ a. So we can express the contraassociativity and contraunitality
axioms as the following “integral” identities:
(13)
ż
z
fpx, xqdx “
ż
z
p
ż
z
fpx, yqdyqdx , θpConstaq “ a .
We will not use this bulky notation but we will use the middle notation in (12). It
is useful for multi-variable functions. For simplicity, whenever possible, we will try
to use x, x1, x2 for variables, while y and z are reserved for fixed elements of the
chief. For instance, contraassociativity in (13) becomes
θxpfpx, xqq “ θx1pθx2pfpx1, x2qqq .
Example 2.2. The empty set H is both a z-set and z-contramodule in a unique
way. Since zˆH is empty, LpHq “ H. Since rz,Hs is empty, RpHq “ H.
Example 2.3. Let |z| ě 2, z P z, X any set. By pX, θzq we denote its z-
contramodule structure, supported at z, i.e., θzpfpxqq “ fpzq. Let us examine the
following z-set:
pXpzq, φzq :“ pX
ž
pzztzuq, φzq, φzpyq “
#
z if y P X,
y if y P z.
An easy calculation shows that
pX, θzq – RpXpzq, φzq and pXpzq, φzq – LpX, θzq .
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Example 2.4. Let z “ ty, zu be a 2-element set. A z-set pX,φq is a set, split as
a disjoint union of two subsets:
pX,φq “ Xy
ž
Xz, Xy “ φ
´1pyq, Xz “ φ
´1pzq.
On the other hand, a z-contramodule pP, θq is just a set with a binary operation:
θpfq :“ fpyq ˛ fpzq or a ˛ b :“ θpfa,bq ,
where the function fa,bpxq is defined by fa,bpyq “ a and fa,bpzq “ b. The contraas-
sociativity and the contraunitality are equivalent to the following axioms of this
binary operation:
pa ˛ bq ˛ pc ˛ dq “ a ˛ d and a ˛ a “ a.
Suppose P is non-empty. Choose p P P and define
Xy :“ P ˛ p, Xz :“ p ˛ P.
This z-set pX,φq “ Xy
š
Xz yields a z-contramodule
RpX,φq “ Xy ˆXz, pa, sq♣pb, tq “ pa, tq.
Since Xy and Xz are subsets of P , we have a function
Υ : RpXq Ñ P, pa, sq ÞÑ a ˛ s ,
which is a contramodule homomorphism since
Υppa, sq♣pb, tqq “ Υpa, tq “ a ˛ t “ pa ˛ sq ˛ pb ˛ tq “ Υpa, tq ˛Υpb, sq.
The function Υ is surjective because
q “ q ˛ q “ Υpq, qq
for all q P P . Finally, the function Υ is injective. Suppose Υpa, sq “ Υpb, tq. By
definition, a “ a1 ˛ p, b “ b1 ˛ p for some a1, b1 P P , which lets us conclude that
a ˛ p “ pa1 ˛ pq ˛ pp ˛ pq “ a1 ˛ p “ a and b ˛ p “ b .
It follows that
a “ pa ˛ sq ˛ pp ˛ pq “ Υpa, sq ˛ pp ˛ pq “ Υpb, tq ˛ pp ˛ pq “ pb ˛ tq ˛ pp ˛ pq “ b
with a similar proof showing that s “ t.
Definition 2.5. Let pX,φq be a z-set. Let us call a function hpx1, x2q P rz
2, Xs
apt if for all z P z the map hz : zÑ X , defined as hzpxq :“ hpz, xq, is a morphism
of z-sets.
When we identify rz, rz, Xss with rz2, Xs via hpx1, x2q Ø rx1 ÞÑ hx1px2qs, the
subset rz, rz, Xszs Ď rz, rz, Xss gets identified with the subset of apt functions
rz2, Xsapt Ď rz
2, Xs.
Theorem 2.6. For any z-contramodule pP, θq there exists a z-set pX,φq such that
P – RpXq in SetsF .
Proof. Since H – RpHq in SetsF , we can assume that P is non-empty.
Fix p P P . For each z P z, q P P we define a function
(14) fz,qpxq P rz, P s , fz,qpxq “
#
q if x “ z,
p if x ‰ z.
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Now consider a set Pz :“ tθpf
z,qq | q P P u Ď P for each z P z. This collection
yields a z-set pX,φq and a z-contramodule pRpXq, θ1q where
(15) X “
ž
zPz
Pz, φpPzq “ z, RpXq “ rz, Xsz “
ź
zPz
Pz , θ
1phpx1, x2qq “ hpx, xq.
The natural function X Ñ P yields a function RpXq “ rz, Xsz Ñ rz, P s, fpxq ÞÑ
fpxq, which, in its turn, gives a a homomorphism of z-contramodules
Υ : RpXq Ñ rz, P s
θ
ÝÑ P , Υpfpxqq “ θpfq .
For any apt function h “ hpx1, x2q
Υpθ1prx ÞÑ hxsqq “ Υpθ
1phqq “ Υphpx, xqq “ θphpx, xqq
and then, using with contraassociativity (cf. (13)),
θphpx, xqq “ θx1pθx2phpx1, x2qqq “ θprx ÞÑ θphxqsq “ θprIdz,Υsprx ÞÑ θphxqsqq.
The function Υ is surjective. Indeed, given q P P , consider hqpx1, x2q P rz
2, P sapt
defined by hqpx1, x2q “ f
x1,qpx2q. By contraunitality, q “ θpConstqq. By equa-
tion (14), Constqpxq “ f
x,qpxq “ hqpx, xq. We continue with contraassociativity:
q “ θphqpx, xqq “ θx1pθx2ph
qpx1, x2qqq “ θprx ÞÑ θpf
x,qqsq .
Since θpfx,qq P Px, the assignment x ÞÑ θpf
x,qq defines an element of RpXq, which
we denote kq. It follows that
(16) q “ θprx ÞÑ θpfx,qqsq “ θpkqq “ Υpkqq.
Finally, the function Υ is injective. Indeed, if Υpqq “ Υprq, then θpfz,qq “ θpfz,rq
for all z P z. By equation (16),
q “ θprx ÞÑ θpfx,qqsq “ θprx ÞÑ θpfx,sqsq “ s.

We say that a z-set pX,φq is non-degenerate if φ is surjective.
Corollary 2.7. Let z be a set, together with its comonoid structure in Sets. The
following statements about the functors L and R between SetsT and Sets
F holds true.
(1) If X P SetsT is degenerate, then RpXq is an empty set.
(2) The functors L and R are quasiinverse equivalences between the category
of non-degenerate z-sets and the category of non-empty z-contramodules.
Proof. (1) The structure map φ : X Ñ z is not surjective, so it has no sections.
(2) By Theorem 1.24, the pair of functors pL % Rq is adjoint. Since all z-
contramodules are of the form RpXq (Theorem 2.6), it remains to show that the
adjunction counit εX : LpRpXqq Ñ X is an isomorphism of z-sets for any non-
degenerate X P CT .
Let pX,φq be a non-degenerate z-set. Then RpXq “ rz, Xsz is the set of
sections of φ : X Ñ z. Since φ is surjective, a section exists, in particular, rz, Xsz
is non-empty. The contrastructure map of rz, Xsz is defined as follows.
The z-set pLpRpXqq, φ1q can be presented as
LpRpXqq “ prz, Xsz ˆzq{„ , φ
1rpfpxq, yqs “ y ,
where „ is an equivalence relation which we now describe in detail. The maps
α, β : rz, rz, Xszs ˆzÑ rz, Xsz ˆz ,
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in terms of apt functions hpx1, x2q, are
αphpx1, x2q, zq “ phzpxq, zq, βphpx1, x2q, zq “ ph ˝∆z, zq “ phpx, xq, zq.
The equivalence relation „ on rz, Xszˆz, coequalising α and β, is the equivalence
relation generated by the binary relations «. The following equivalent statements
comprise its definition:
(1) pfpxq, yq « pgpxq, zq,
(2) there exists phpx1, x2q, wq P rz
2, Xsapt ˆ z such that αphpx1, x2q, wq “
pfpxq, yq and βphpx1, x2q, wq “ pgpxq, zq,
(3) y “ z and there exists hpx1, x2q P rz ˆ z, Xs such that hypxq “ fpxq,
hpx, xq “ gpxq and hwpxq is a morphism of z-sets for all w P z.
Notice that the last statement implies that fpyq “ hypyq “ hpy, yq “ gpyq. This is
the key to unlocking the relation„. Indeed, the following statements are equivalent:
(1) pfpxq, yq „ pgpxq, zq,
(2) y “ z and fpzq “ gpzq.
In fact, the passage above contains a proof that (1) implies (2).
To prove the opposite implication, pick z P z and fpxq, gpxq P rz, Xsz such
that fpzq “ gpzq. Consider a function
(17) hpx1, x2q P rzˆz, Xs , hpx1, x2q “
#
gpx1q if x1 “ x2,
fpx2q if x1 ‰ x2.
Clearly, hpx1, x2q is apt, while αph, zq “ pf, zq and βph, zq “ pg, zq. It follows that
the adjunction counit ǫX is bijective:
LpRpXqq
ǫXÝÝÑ X , ǫXprpfpxq, zqsq “ fpzq, ǫ
´1
X paq “ rConsta, φpaqs .

Notice that Corollary 2.7 is reminiscent of the known equivalence (5) (cf. Sec-
tion 1.10 and [5, 2.8]). It is easy to see that the non-degenerate z-sets are precisely
FT -injective z-sets. Together with the fact thatH is obviously F
F -projective, this
yields the following corollary:
Corollary 2.8. All z-contramodules are FF -projective in the sense of [5, 2.7].
Given a z-contramodule pP, θq, we can describe the z-set pLpP q, φq directly
from the definition:
LpP q “
ž
zPz
Pz , Pz “ P { z„, φpPzq “ z
where the equivalence
z
„ is generated by a binary relation
z
«, defined as fpzq
z
« θpfq
for all functions f : z Ñ P . Coupled with the z-contramodule RpXq in (15), we
arrive at an explicit description of this equivalence:
Corollary 2.9. Suppose c P z, p, q P P . Then p
z
„ q if and only if θpfz,pq “ θpfz,qq
(see (14) for the definition of fz,q).
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2.4. Induction for contrasets. Observe that in the category Sets the comonad T
is continuous for any z. Thus, for any function f : zÑ pz, we have the induction
functor for comodules as in Proposition 1.28.
This agrees well with the isomorphism of categories in Proposition 2.1. Indeed,
the induction functor for the overcategories pSets Ózq does not require any addi-
tional assumptions (cf. Proposition 1.27).
On the other hand, F is not cocontinuous if |z| ě 2. Let z be a 2-element set.
In this case, F pXq “ X2 for any set X . Look at the coequaliser of two maps from
a point
‹⇒ X
coeq.
99K X{ „ .
Here X{ „ is obtained from X by identifying the images of these two points. Apply
F :
F p‹q “ ‹⇒ F pXq
coeq.
99K pX2q{ „‰ pX{ „q2 “ F pX{ „q .
Thus, Proposition 1.29 gives us no coinduction for contramodules in Sets .
Let us discuss restriction. In light of equation (15), a contramodule pP, θP q P
Setsz is represented as a product pP, θP q “
ś
xPz Px. Its restriction has similar
representation:
(18) p pP ,xθP q “ RespP, θP q “ ź
zP pz
pPz , where pPz “ ź
yPf´1pzq
Py .
Notice that if z is not in the image of f , then pPz is a 1-element set. Now it is time
to address induction.
Proposition 2.10. Let z, pz P Sets, f P Setspz, pzq. Then there exists a functor
Ind F : Sets
pz Ñ Setsz,
left adjoint to Res.
Proof. A function f is a composition of a surjection f1 and an injection f2:
f : z
f1ÝÑ rz “ Impfq f2ÝÑ pz .
It suffices to define a left adjoint functor to Res for injections and surjections sepa-
rately. Then Ind is a composition of these two functors.
If f is surjective, we can define the induction functor as a composition
(19) Ind F : Sets
pz LÝÑ Sets pz IndTÝÝÝÑ Setsz RÝÑ Setsz .
In this case a non-degenerate comodule remains non-degenerate after induction.
Thus, the non-empty contramodules turn into non-degenerate comodules and vice
versa. The empty contramodule H remains empty, going through these functors.
It follows from Proposition 1.27 and Corollary 2.7 that this is a left adjoint.
Now let us assume that f is injective. We can define induction explicitly as
(20) p rQ,ĂθQq “ Ind F pQ, θQq “ ź
yPz
Qfpyq , whence pQ, θQq “
ź
yP pz
Qy .
To prove that this is a left adjoint, we just need to translate the representation in
equation (15) to an explicit calculation of homs:
r rQ,P sz “ ź
zPz
rQfpzq, Pzs
p˚q
“
ź
yP pz
rQy, pPys “ rQ, pP s pz
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where the equality p˚q holds true because pPy “ Py if y P Impfq and pPy is a
1-element set otherwise. 
It follows from Proposition 2.10 that equation (20) essentially defines the induced
contramodule for a general f as well. If pQ, θq “
ś
yP pzQy P Sets pz, then
(21) p rQ,ĂθQq “ Ind F pQ, θQq “ ź
zPz
rQz , where rQz “ Qfpzq .
2.5. Simplicial sets. Let S be the category of simplicial sets. This is a cartesian
closed category, meaning that the monoidal product is given by the levelwise prod-
uct of sets and S becomes a closed monoidal category with respect to this structure.
As in the start of Section 2.3, a comonoid in C is a simplicial set z “ pznq with
the diagonal map zÑ zˆz.
Similarly to (24) and Proposition 2.1, ST is isomorphic to the overcategory pS Ó
zq (c.f. [14]). Thus, a z-comodule M “ pMnq is a simplicial set with a zn-
set structure φn : Mn Ñ zn at each level n. The compatibility condition is
commutation of φ with the simplicial set structure maps:
φn ˝Mpfq “ zpfq ˝ φm
for all non-decreasing functions f : rns Ñ rms. Let us now analyse az-contramodule
pX “ pXnq, θq. Its structure map θ “ pθnq P Sprz, Xs, Xq consists of functions
θn : rz, Xsn “ Spz ˆ∆rns, Xq Ñ Xn
at each level n, where ∆rns P S is the standard n-simplex.
Let us now contemplate a simplicial set Y , which carries a zn-contramodule
structure pYn, ψnq P Sets
F at each level. The set ∆rnsn contains the unique non-
degenerate simplex in ιn that yields the natural restriction
τn : Spzˆ∆rns, Y q Ñ Setspzn ˆ∆rnsn, Ynq Ñ Setspzn ˆ tιnu, Ynq .
If we identify Setspzn ˆ tιnu, Ynq with Setspzn, Ynq, we get maps
θn : Spzˆ∆rns, Y q
τnÝÑ Setspzn, Ynq
ψnÝÝÑ Yn .
Thus, pYn, ψnq with the appropriate compatibility conditions determines az-contramodule.
On the other hand, the map τn is neither injective, nor surjective in general. Thus,
some z-contramodules are not of this form.
3. Model Categories
3.1. Model structures. Let B be a model category, which we assume to be com-
plete and cocomplete [13, 16]. The structure classes of morphisms are denoted C
for cofibrations, W for weak equivalences and F for fibrations. Given a morphism
f , we write its factorisations in the following way:
f : X
f 1 C
ÝÝÝÑ Y
f2 FW
ÝÝÝÝÑ Z, f : X
f 1 CW
ÝÝÝÝÑ Y
f2 F
ÝÝÝÑ Z.
Unlike [16, Def. 1.1.4], we do not automatically assume that the factorisations are
endofunctors on the category of maps MappBq (also called the category of squares
or the category of arrows). Recall that MappBq has the maps in B as objects and
commutative squares in B as morphisms.
An object X P B is cofibrant if the map from the initial object HX : H Ñ X
is a cofibration. Similarly, an object X P B is fibrant if the map to the terminal
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object 1X : X Ñ 1 is a fibration. The full subcategory of cofibrant (or fibrant, or
cofibrant and fibrant) objects is denoted BC (or BF, or BCF).
3.2. Model structures on closed monoidal categories. Suppose now that the
closed monoidal category C is also a model category. The category C is called a
monoidal model category [16, Def. 4.2.6] if the model and monoidal structures are
compatible in the sense that the following three conditions hold.
(1) The monoidal structure b : C ˆ C Ñ C is a Quillen bifunctor [16, 4.2], i.e.,
given two cofibrations f, g P C, f P CpU, V q, g P CpX,Y q, their pushout
flg : pV bXq
ž
UbX
pU b Y q Ñ V b Y
is a cofibration.
(2) If one of the cofibrations f , g is a trivial cofibration, then flg is a trivial
cofibration.
(3) For all cofibrant X and cofibrant replacements of the monoidal unit
H‹ : H
C
ÝÑ ‹C
f FW
ÝÝÝÑ ‹
the maps
f b IdX : ‹C bX Ñ ‹bX, IdX bf : X b ‹C Ñ X b ‹
are weak equivalences.
Notice that condition (3) holds automatically if ‹ is cofibrant.
The upshot of this definition is that the homotopy category HopCq becomes a
biclosed monoidal category under the left derived tensor product bL and the right
derived internal homs Rr´,´s and RČr´,´s with the monoidal unit rr‹ss [16, 4.3.2].
Given an object X P C, by rrXss we denote the corresponding object in HopCq.
3.3. Induced model structures for modules and comodules. We would like
to equip the category CT with a left induced model structure and the category C
F
with a right induced model structure. The forgetful functors to C are denoted FT
and FF respectively. The maximal right (left) complementary class of a class of
morphisms X is denoted Xm (mX correspondingly). Let us define the classes of
maps
(22) CT :“ F
´1
T pCq, WT :“ F
´1
T pWq, FT :“ pCT XWT q
m,
C
F :“ mpFF XWF q, WF :“ FF ´1pWq, FF :“ FF ´1pFq.
Even if the categories CT and C
F are complete and cocomplete (see Lemmas 1.6,
1.7 and 1.8), these classes do not necessarily define model structures. The following
proposition gives some sufficient conditions. Further sufficient conditions are known
(cf. [11, Th. 5.8], [28, Th. 4.1]).
Proposition 3.1. Suppose that the model category C is accessible.
(1) If the category CT is locally presentable, then
‚ CT is complete and
‚ equation (22) defines an accessible model structure on CT , called (left)-
induced.
(2) If the category CF is cocomplete, then
‚ CF is locally presentable and
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‚ equation (22) defines an accessible model structure on CF , called (right)-
induced.
Proof. A locally presentable category is complete [1, Cor. 1.28]. Then part (1)
follows immediately from [12, Cor. 3.3.4].
The category CF admits small limits and colimits by our assumptions and
Lemma 1.6. Now, the functor F : C Ñ C is a right adjoint, hence, accessible
by [1, Prop. 2.23]. By [1, Th. 1.20], CF is accessible. Since CF is complete, it is
locally presentable [1, Cor. 2.47].
The second statement in (2) follows from [12, Cor. 3.3.4]. 
We finish the section with the following fact:
Corollary 3.2. Suppose that the category C is locally presentable. Then the fol-
lowing statements hold.
(1) Equation (22) defines an accessible (left-induced) model structure on CT .
(2) If the chief z is presentable, then equation (22) defines an accessible (right-
induced) model structure CF .
(3) Furthermore, if C is cofibrantly generated or right proper, with generat-
ing set of trivial cofibrations J, and if the functor FF takes relative FJ-
complexes to weak equivalences, then CF is also cofibrantly generated or
right proper, respectively.
Proof. The first two statements follow from Proposition 3.1 and Corollary 1.10.
By Proposition 3.1 CF is locally presentable. Thus, combined with our assump-
tion on FF , it follows that CF is cofibrantly generated by [13, Th. 11.3.2]. Since
limits in CF are inherited from C, the model structure on CF is right proper. 
3.4. Comodule-contramodule correspondence for model categories. Let
us consider the following diagram of categories and the three pairs of C-enriched
adjoint functors pF % FF q, pFT % T q and pL % Rq (cf. Theorem 1.24).
(23)
C
CF CT
F
TFF
L
R
FT
All these adjunctions are C-enriched. Assuming that equation (22) defines model
structures, the adjunctions pF % FF q and pFT % T q are Quillen adjunctions. What
about the third adjunction pL % Rq?
Problem 3.3. (1) Find necessary and sufficient conditions for the adjunction
pL % Rq to be a Quillen adjunction (and/or a Quillen equivalence) between
the right-induced model category CF and the left-induced model category
CT .
(2) Investigate existence of other model category structures on CF and CT (or
their co(completions)) under which the adjunction pL % Rq is a Quillen
adjunction or a Quillen equivalence.
3.5. An answer for cartesian closed categories. In this section we assume
that C is a cartesian closed category. This means that the monoidal product b in
C is the categorical product. It follows that C is symmetric and the unit object ‹
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is the terminal object. Similarly to the start of Section 2.3, all comonoids in such
category are objects X with the diagonal map ∆ : X Ñ X ˆX .
Let z be a comonoid in C. Similarly to Proposition 2.1, CT is isomorphic to the
overcategory (or slice category) pC Ózq (c.f. [14]):
(24) pM,ρ :M Ñ T pMqq Ø pM,φ :M Ñ zq where ρ “ pφ, IdM q .
Proposition 3.4. The category CT is complete and cocomplete.
Proof. The slice category of a complete category is complete [21, IV.7, Th. 1]. It
is cocomplete by Lemma 1.6. 
The left-induced model structure (see (22)) on CT is, in fact, induced:
Proposition 3.5. (cf. [14]) If C is cofibrantly generated, then the following is a
cofibrantly generated model structure on CT :
(25) CT “ F
´1
T pCq, WT “ F
´1
T pWq, FT “ F
´1
T pFq.
If C is left or right proper, then so is CT .
Proof. We identify CT with pC Ó zq. Since C is a cofibrantly generated model
category, so is pC Ózq under the model structure (25) [14, Th. 1.5]. This proves
the first statement.
The second statement is [14, Th. 1.7]. 
We do not know any special description of CF in the cartesian case but the
behaviour of the comodule-contramodule correspondence is distinctive.
Proposition 3.6. Suppose that C is cartesian closed, the left-induced model struc-
ture exists on CT and the right-induced model structure exists on C
F . Then the pair
pL % Rq is a Quillen adjunction.
Proof. We need to show that the functor R : CT Ñ C
F preserves fibrations and
trivial fibrations. Let f : pX,φXq Ñ pY, φY q be a (trivial) fibration in CT . Since
the model structure on CF is right-induced, we need to verify that Rf is a (trivial)
fibration in C. Let us consider a commutative diagram in C
U RX
V RY
CXWQp or CQq Rfh
g
where the left down arrow is a trivial cofibration (correspondingly, a cofibration)
in C. The diagonal filling h has not been found yet. Since RX is a subobject of
FX “ rz, Xs, we have the adjunct commutative diagram
TU “ U ˆz X
TV “ V ˆz Y
CXWQp or CQq f
hˆ
gˆ
where the left down arrow is also a trivial cofibration (a cofibration) in C. Since the
model structure on CT is induced, f is a (trivial) fibration in C. Thus, there exists
a diagonal filling hˆ, whose adjunct map h : V Ñ rz, Xs would be a diagonal filling
of the first diagram if it were to factor through RX ãÑ FX . This would imply that
Rf is a (trivial) fibration, finishing the proof.
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To prove the outstanding claim we need to show that h equalises the pair of maps
αT
z,X , β
T
z,X : rz, Xs⇒ rz, TXs “ rz, X ˆzs – rz, Xs ˆ rz,zs from Section 1.8.
The first components of these maps are equal so that we need to prove that
pαTz,Xq1 ˝ h “ pβ
T
z,Xq2 ˝ h : rz, Xs⇒ rz,zs .
This follows from the fact that g : V Ñ RY equalises the similar maps for Y and
the commutativity of the following diagram:
(26)
U RX rz, Xs rz,zs
V RY rz, Y s rz,zs
CXWQp or CQq Ff Idrz,zsh
g

For the pair pL % Rq to be a Quillen equivalence, the maps
(27) uX : X Ñ RpLXq Ñ RpLXFq, ǫM : LpRMCq Ñ LpRMq ÑM
for all X P pCF qC, M P pCT qF, derived from the unit and the counit of adjunction,
must be weak equivalences. For this to be true it suffices to localise at the classes
of maps A and B as constructed below. First start with factorising the maps uX
and ǫM :
uX : X
gX C
ÝÝÝÑ X 1
FW
ÝÝÑ RpLXFq
ǫM : LpRMCq
kM CWÝÝÝÝÝÑM 1
F
ÝÑM.
Taking fibrant and cofibrant replacements X 1
F
and M 1
C
of the objects X 1 and M 1
respectively, we obtain maps:
rX : X
gX
ÝÝÑ X 1 Ñ X 1F and qM :M
1
C ÑM
1 kMÝÝÑM.
Factorising these gives us our desired classes:
(28) A :“ tfX | X
CW
ÝÝÑ X
2 fX FÝÝÝÑ X 1Fu,
B :“ thM | M
1
C
C
ÝÑM
2 FW
ÝÝÑMu.
Theorem 3.7. Let us make the following assumptions:
(1) C is a locally presentable category,
(2) C is a cartesian closed monoidal model category,
(3) C is a left and right proper model category,
(4) the chief z is presentable.
Then there exist a right Bousfield localisation RApC
F q and a left Bousfield localisa-
tion LBpCT q, so that the comodule-contramodule correspondence pL % Rq induces
a Quillen equivalence between them.
Proof. We engineer the localisation classes so that pL % Rq would induce a Quillen
equivalence. The only thing we need to check is that the localisations actually exist.
First, instead of the localisation classes we can use localisation sets because the
categories CT and C
F are locally presentable by Corollary 1.10. We define
A
5 :“ tfYC P A | Y is in the generatoru, B
5 :“ thNF P B | N is in the generatoru.
These are sets of maps. If these maps are turned into weak equivalences, the
adjunction units and counits for Y and N become isomorphisms in the homotopy
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categories. Recall that the Quillen adjunction pL % Rq descends to a pair of adjoint
functors between the homotopy categories HopCF q and HopCT q.
Observe that Y belongs to the set of generating objects of CT . The corresponding
objects rrYCss form a set of generating objects of HopC
F q. Thus, the adjunction unit
is an isomorphism for all objects in HopCF q. A similar argument shows that the
adjunction counit is an isomorphism for all objects in HopCT q.
It remains to show the existence of the localisations. Since CT is a slice category
of a locally presentable category, then it is locally presentable [7, Rmk. 3]. Thus,
Proposition 3.5 yields that CT is a left proper combinatorial model category and
so LB5pCT q exists. Similarly, Corollary 3.2 in combination with the fact that C
F is
locally presentable, implies that all the conditions for existence of RA5pC
F q, stated
in [13, Rmk. 5.1.2], are met.
Finally, it is clear that LBpCT q “ LB5pCT q and RApC
F q “ RA5pC
F q. 
3.6. Simplicial sets. A good example of a category satisfying all conditions of
Theorem 3.7 is the category S of simplicial sets, briefly discussed in Section 2.5,
with respect to the classical (Quillen) model structure (for the definition of this
model structure cf. [10, V.1.7]). The category S is locally presentable as it is a
presheaf category [1, 1.46], proper ([13, Thm. 13.1.13]) and cartesian closed.
Let z “ pznq P S, considered as a comonoid under the diagonal map. Let us
summarise its comodule-contramodule correspondence:
Theorem 3.8. (1) The adjoint pair pL % Rq is a Quillen adjunction between
ST and S
F .
(2) The adjoint pair pL % Rq is a Quillen equivalence between the right Bous-
field localisation RApS
F q and the left Bousfield localisation LBpST q.
(3) All z-contramodules are cofibrant.
(4) A z-comodule pM,φq is fibrant if and only if φ :M Ñ z is a Kan fibration.
Proof. Statement (1) is Proposition 3.6. Statement (4) is the definition.
It is clear that z is λ-presentable where λ is a regular cardinal greater than the
cardinality of the union Ynzn. Thus, statement (2) is Theorem 3.7
Finally, observe that Rp∆r1sq is a cylinder object in CF . This yields the cylinder
decomposition of the empty map
HX :H
C
F
ÝÝÑ CylpH Ñ Xq
W
F
ÝÝÑ X
for all X P CF . Since HˆX “ H, the second map CylpH Ñ Xq Ñ X must be the
identity. This proves statement (3). 
Notice that pL % Rq is not a Quillen equivalence between ST and S
F even for
“nice” simplicial sets z. There exist z-comodules pM,φq such that the map of
geometric realisations |φ| : |M | Ñ |z| has no continuous sections. It follows that
RM is empty. See Section 3.8 for further discussion.
3.7. Positselski’s answer. Let B be the category of chain complexes over a com-
mutative ring K with the standard closed monoidal structure and the Quillen model
structure [4, Th. 1.4], [16, Th. 2.3.11].
A comonoid in B is a DG-coalgebraz. One can easily show that B is locally pre-
sentable and any DG-coalgebra is presentable. By Corollary 1.10 and Lemma 1.6,
both BF and BT are complete, cocomplete and locally presentable categories.
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The Quillen model structure on B is compactly generated [4, Th. 1.4], hence,
accessible. Proposition 3.1 yields the left-induced model structure pCT ,WT ,FT q
on BT and the right-induced model structure pC
F ,WF ,FF q on BF . Positselski
calls them projective and injective correspondingly. Since the category of chain
complexes is not cartesian closed, neither Proposition 3.6, nor Theorem 3.7 are
applicable. This makes the following variation of Question 3.3 interesting.
Problem 3.9. Find necessary and sufficient conditions on the commutative ring
K and the DG-coalgebra z for the adjunction pL % Rq to be a Quillen adjunction
(and/or a Quillen equivalence) between the injective model category BF and the
projective model category BT .
Instead of answering this question, Positselski gives an alternative answer to
Question 3.3(2). He makes an additional assumption that
(29) z is K-projective and K is of finite global dimension.
This assumption ensures that the categories BT and B
F are abelian. Positselski
proves that under this assumption BT admits a semiprojective model structure
pCpT ,W
p
T ,F
p
T q [25, 9.1] (the letter p in the notation stands for Positselski), while B
F
admits a semiinjective model structure pCFp ,W
F
p ,F
F
p q with the following properties
[25, Rmk. 9.2.2]:
(1) CpT “ CT , W
p
T ĎWT , F
p
T Ě FT ,
(2) CFp Ě C
F , WFp ĎW
F , FFp “ F
F ,
(3) The comodule-contramodule correspondence pL % Rq is a Quillen eqiuva-
lence between pBT ,C
p
T ,W
p
T ,F
p
T q and pB
F ,CFp ,W
F
p ,F
F
p q.
A proof of this fact is only indicated in [25]. In our view, the model structures on
BT and B
F deserve a thorough investigation in the spirit of [4]. For instance, there
are indications that imposing the condition (29) above is too strong.
Problem 3.10. For an arbitrary commutative ring K and a DG-coalgebra z, do
there exist a semiinjective model category BF and a semiprojective model category
BT that satisfy the three properties just above?
4. Topological Spaces
4.1. A convenient category of topological spaces W. The category of topo-
logical spaces T is not closed monoidal. To remedy this issue, Steenrod suggested
the notion of a convenient category [30]. The most common convenient category is
the category W of compactly generated weakly Hausdorff topological spaces, intro-
duced by McCord [23]. We follow a modern exposition by Schwede [29, Appendix
A]. Consider subcategories
W
i
ãÑ K
i
ãÑ T
where T is the category of topological K is the category of compactly generated
topological spaces. The embedding functors have adjoint functors the Kellification
functor k and the weak Hausdorffication functor w:
W
w
ÐÝ K
k
ÐÝ T , pi % kq , pw % iq .
We use a subscript to denote the category in which a construction is taking place:
(30) X ˆ Y :“ X ˆW Y “ X ˆK Y “ kpX ˆT Y q ,ź
Xn “
ź
K
Xn “ kp
ź
T
Xnq .
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No subscript means that the construction is taking place in the default category
W . Formula (30) tells us how the products in different categories relate. A similar
relation holds for arbitrary limits:
lim
ÐÝ
F “ lim
ÐÝK
F “ kplim
ÐÝT
Fq .
On the other hand, the coproducts are the same in all three categories:ž
Xn “
ž
K
Xn “
ž
T
Xn .
Since quotients of weakly Hausdorff spaces are no longer weakly Hausdorff, the
relation for colimits is this:
lim
ÝÑ
F “ wplim
ÝÑK
Fq “ wplim
ÝÑT
Fq .
Both categoriesW and K are closed symmetric monoidal categories [29, A.22, A.23]
with products X ˆ Y and X ˆK Y and internal homs
rX,Y sW “ kpCpX,Y qq “ kpC
1pX,Y qq, rX,Y sK “ kpC
1pX,Y qq,
where CpX,Y q “ C 1pX,Y q “ T pX,Y q is the set of continuous functions
X Ñ Y . The difference is the topology. The space CpX,Y q carries the com-
pact open topology, while C 1pX,Y q is equipped with the modified compact open
topology. The basis of the latter is given by sets of the form
Nph, Uq :“ tf : X Ñ Y | f is continuous, fphpKqq Ď Uu,
where U is open in Y , K is compact and h : K Ñ X is a continuous map. Notice
that if X is weakly Hausdorff, then hpKq is closed and thus compact. So the two
topologies on T pX,Y q coincide in this case.
4.2. Homotopy theory in W. The Quillen model structure on W is defined as
follows.
W – weak equivalences: These are the maps f : X Ñ Y satisfying:
(i) f induces an isomorphism of sets π0pXq
–
ÝÑ π0pY q,
(ii) for any x P X and n ě 1 the induced homomorphism f˚ : πnpX, xq Ñ
πnpY, fpxqq is an isomorphism of groups.
F – fibrations: The fibrations are the Serre fibrations, that is, those maps
p : E Ñ B which have the homotopy lifting property with respect to any
CW-complex.
C – cofibrations: The cofibrations are the maps f : X Ñ Y which are
retracts of a map f 1 : X Ñ Y 1, where Y 1 is a space obtained from X by
attaching cells.
Note that W with the Quillen model structure is a cofibrantly generated model
category with a set of generating cofibrations
(31) I “ tSn´1 Ñ Dn | n ě 0u
and a set of generating trivial cofibrations
(32) J “ tDn ˆ t0u Ñ Dn ˆ r0, 1s | n ě 0u.
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4.3. Cospaces. Let z P W . We identify Wz with the category of spaces over z,
which we also call cospaces. An object of Wz is a pair pX,φXq, where X is an
object of W and φX : X Ñ z is a map in W . A morphism f : pX,φXq Ñ pY, φY q
of cospaces is a map f : X Ñ Y over z, in the sense that φX “ φY f . Now let
rX,Y sz Ď rX,Y sW
be the subset of maps over z. Note that by definition the category of cospaces Wz
is exactly the overcategory pW Ózq (c.f. [14]).
Proposition 4.1. rX,Y sz is a closed subset of rX,Y sW .
Proof. Pick f P rX,Y sWzrX,Y sz. There exists x P X such that φY pfpxqq ‰ φXpxq.
Since φ´1Y pφXpxqq is closed, we can choose an open set U Ď Y such that fpxq P U
and U X φ´1Y pφXpxqq “ H. Then f P Nptxu, Uq Ď rX,Y sWzrX,Y sz so that
rX,Y sWzrX,Y sz is open and rX,Y sz is closed. 
It follows that rX,Y sz P W . This makes the category Wz enriched in W .
The isomorphism of categories (24) between Wz and WT for the comonad TX “
X ˆz is enriched in W . By Proposition 3.4 Wz is complete and cocomplete. By
Proposition 3.5, there exists a Quillen induced model structure on Wz.
4.4. Contraspaces. The cospaces reduce to something quite conceptually simple.
However, at the moment we do not know any conceptually simpler definition of a
contraspace other than the general one – a z-contraspace X is a space X equipped
with a map θX : rz, XsW Ñ X satisfying the usual properties. In other words,
the category of contraspaces Wz is the category of modules WF for the monad
FX “ rz, XsW , defined by the diagonal comonoid pz,∆zq. By Proposition 1.22,
Wz is a category enriched inW . As before, its enriched hom is denoted by rX,Y sF .
To understand the space rX,Y sF , we consider the subset
rX,Y sz Ď rX,Y sW
that consists of contramodule maps over z. We equip rX,Y sz with the subspace
topology.
Proposition 4.2. (1) rX,Y sz is a weakly Hausdorff space.
(2) If Y is Hausdorff, then rX,Y sz is a closed subset of rX,Y sW . Conse-
quently, rX,Y sz PW.
Proof. Any subspace of rX,Y sW is weakly Hausdorff [29, Prop. A4(i)]. This proves
(1).
To show (2), start with picking f P rX,Y sWzrX,Y s
z. There exists g P rz, XsW
such that θY pfgq ‰ fpθXpgqq. Since Y is Hausdorff, we can find non-intersecting
open sets U, V Ď Y such that θY pfgq P U and fpθXpgqq P V . Then f belongs to the
open set L´1g pθ
´1
Y pUqq XNptθXpgqu, V q where L
´1
g pθ
´1
Y pUqq is the inverse image of
the open set θ´1Y pUq Ď rz, Y sW under the continuous map
Lg : rX,Y sW Ñ rz, Y sW , h ÞÑ hg .
Notice that no h P L´1g pθ
´1
Y pUqq X NptθXpgqu, V q can be a z-contramodule map
since θY phgq P U and hpθXpgqq P V . Hence, rX,Y sWzrX,Y s
z is open and rX,Y sz
is closed.
Finally, a closed subspace of a space in W is in W [29, Prop. A5(i)]. 
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Armed with this proposition, we can understand rX,Y sF now. A proof is left to
the reader.
Corollary 4.3. There exists a natural homeomorphism between rX,Y sF and kprX,Y szq.
By Lemma 1.6 Wz is complete. Furthermore, Wz inherits limits from W .
Proposition 4.4. If z is connected, then Wz inherits coproducts from W.
Proof. Let X “
š
npXn, θnq. Since z is connected, a continuous function f : zÑ
X takes values in one particular Xn0 . This enables us to define θXpfq :“ θn0pfq:
θX : rz, XsW
–
ÝÑ
ž
rz, XnsW
š
θn
ÝÝÝÑ
ž
Xn “ X .

A category with coproducts is cocomplete if and only it admits coequalisers.
However, coequalisers are not inherited from W , even for a connected z. Hence, it
is impossible to use Theorem 1.9 to establish cocompleteness of Wz.
Lemma 4.5. A space X is presentable if and only if X is discrete.
Proof. If X is discrete, then rX,´sW commutes with |X |-directed colimits.
Suppose that X is not discrete. Let Xd denote the set X with the discrete
topology. Given a limit ordinal α and β P α, let Xβ :“ X
α as a set and Xβ :“
p
ś
γăβXqˆp
ś
γěβXdq as a topological space. The colimit limÝÑp. . . Xβ
Id
ÝÑ Xβ`1 . . .q
is Xα as a topological space but the diagonal map ∆ : X Ñ Xα does not factor
through any Xβ . 
By a subcontraspace of pX, θXq we understand a subset Y of X such that θXpfq P
Y for any continuous function f : zÑ Y . We denote a subcontraspace by Y ď X .
Consider the subspace topology on Y ď X . Clearly, Y P K. Since W is closed
under closed subsets [29, A5], if Y is closed, Y is a contraspace itself. In gen-
eral, kpY q is a contraspace because Kpz, Y q “ Wpz,kpY qq due to the adjunction
pi % kq. Thus, θY is obtained by restricting θX to rz,kpY qsW Ď rz, XsW . The
continuity of θY is clear.
The following lemma is obvious:
Lemma 4.6. An arbitrary intersection of subcontraspaces is a subcontraspace.
In particular, the empty set is a subcontraspace with structure map IdH :
rz,HsW “ H Ñ H. Lemma 4.6 allows us to define, given a subset Z Ď X of
a contraspace X , the subcontraspace generated by Z:
Zz :“
č
ZĎYďX
Y .
Let us describe Zz constructively. For an ordinal β we define by transfinite recur-
sion
Z0 :“ Z, Zβ :“
#
θXpZβ´1q if β is a successor ordinal,Ť
γďβ Zγ if β is a limit ordinal.
Proposition 4.7. If β is a |z|-filtered ordinal, then Zz “ Zβ.
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Proof. The inclusion Zz Ě Zβ is obvious.
To prove the opposite inclusion, we need to show that Zβ is a subcontramodule.
A continuous function f : z Ñ Zβ corestricts to a function f |
Zα : z Ñ Zα for
some α ă β because β is |z|-filtered. Thus, θXpfq “ θXpf |
Zαq P Zα`1 Ď Zβ. 
While z is not presentable in general (Lemma 4.5), the proof of Proposition 4.7
uses the fact that rz,´sW commutes with special colimits (cf. [16, Lemma 2.4.1]).
This can be sharpened to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 4.8. The category Wz is cocomplete.
Proof. Let F : D Ñ Wz be a small diagram, V its colimit in W . Hence, given
a cocone ΨX : FX Ñ Y , X P D in W
z, we have a unique mediating morphism
Ψ7 : V Ñ Y in W .
Clearly, the cocone factors through the subcontramodule, generated by the image
of Ψ7:
ΨX : FX
ΦXÝÝÑ pΨ7pV qqz ãÑ Y .
The explicit construction in Proposition 4.7 gives an upper bound α on the cardi-
nality of pΨ7pV qqz. It depends on |z| and |V | but does not depend on |Y |.
Let us consider a category D˚, whose objects are cocones ΨX : FX Ñ Y in W
z
with |Y | ă α. The morphisms from ΨX : FX Ñ Y to ΦX : FX Ñ Z are such
morphisms f P WzpY, Zq that fΨX “ ΦX for all X P D. Since the cardinalities
of the cocone targets in D˚ are bounded above, the skeleton D˚0 of D
˚ is a small
category. Then
F˚ : D˚0 ÑW
z, pΨX : FX Ñ Y q ÞÑ Y
is a small diagram, whose limit limÐÝF
˚ is the colimit limÝÑF . 
We finish this section by right-inducing the Quillen model structure to Wz. It
does not follow from Proposition 3.1 because W is not accessible.
Proposition 4.9. There exists a Quillen right-induced model structure on Wz,
defined by equations (22). This structure is right proper.
Proof. Since the Quillen model structure on W is cofibrantly generated, a right
induced model structure on Wz exists if (cf. [13, Th. 11.3.2])
(1) F pIq and F pJq permit the small object argument
(2) and FF takes relative F pJq-complexes to weak equivalences,
where I and J are the sets of generating cofibrations and generating trivial cofi-
brations as defined in (31) and (32) respectively. The second statement is obvious
because the inclusions in
F pJq “ trz,Dn ˆ t0us Ñ rz,Dn ˆ r0, 1s s | n ě 0u
admit deformation retracts. Hence, relative F pJq-complexes are weak equivalences
topologically.
The first statement holds because relative F pIq-complexes and relative F pJq-
complexes are topological inclusions and every topological space is small relative to
the inclusions [16, Lemma 2.4.1].
The model structure described above is cofibrantly generated [13, Th. 11.3.2].
Since the model structure on W is right proper, then so is the induced one on
Wz. 
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4.5. Topological comodule-contramodule correspondence. SinceW is carte-
sian closed, the pair pL % Rq is a Quillen adjunction by Proposition 3.6. An
analogue of Theorem 3.7 encounters set-theoretic difficulties. We can sweep them
under the carpet and have the following result with an identical proof:
Proposition 4.10. Suppose that all topological spaces are subsets of a Grothendieck
universe. Then there exist a right Bousfield localisation RApW
zq and a left Bous-
field localisation LBpWzq, where the sets A and B are defined similarly to classes in
(28), so that the comodule-contramodule correspondence pL % Rq induces a Quillen
equivalence between the localisations.
Let z “ S2 be the 2-sphere. As a z-comodule, consider the Hopf fibration
φ : S3 Ñ S2. The comodule S3 is fibrant, yet RS3 “ H. This shows that pL %
Rq in Proposition 4.10 is not a Quillen equivalence between Wz and Wz. This
example suggest some “local” version of the functor R (local sections) may still be
an equivalence.
Another instructive example is the 1-spherez “ S1 and the figure-8X “ S1_S1.
The comodule structure is φX “ Const_ IdS1 . Clearly, RX “ tIdu is the one-
element set and LRX “ z. Taking local sections does not help: local sections near
the singular point are not going to see the collapsing loop in X . On the other hand,
the collapsing loop will be “seen” by the local sections of the fibrant replacement
XF. These phenomena deserve further investigation.
4.6. Relation to simplicial sets. Most of the current chapter equally applies to
the category K of compactly generated spaces, not only W . An advantage of K is
its direct relation to the category of simplicial sets: there is a Quillen equivalence
between simplicial sets and topological spaces [16, Th. 3.6.7]
(33) p| ´ | % S q , S : S ⇄ K : | ´ |
where |Q‚| is the geometric realisation of a simplicial setQ‚ andS pY qn “ Kp∆
n, Y q
is the singular complex of a topological space Y . Letz‚ “ pznq P S, z “ |z‚| PW ,pz‚ “ S pzq P S, considered as comonoids in their categories. We denote the cor-
responding comonad-monad adjoint pairs by pT % F q, pT % F q and ppT % pF q.
In light of the isomorphism of categories (24), we consider the overcategories in
place of the comodule categories. The functors (33) and the induction (Proposi-
tion 1.27) give rise to the following functors:
| ´ | : pS Óz‚q Ñ pKÓzq, S : pKÓzq Ñ pS Ó pz‚q, Ind Ó: pS Ó pz‚q⇄ pS Ó z‚q.
Similarly, we can use the functors (33). The induction functor from Proposition 2.10
can be applied levelwise to some but not all simplicial contrasets (see Section 2.5).
We expect that the induction exists in general. These considerations yield the
functors between the contramodule categories:
| ´ | : SF Ñ KF , S : KF Ñ S
pF , Ind F‚ : S pF Ñ SF .
We can package all these functors in the following conjectural worldview of the
relation between the topological and the simplicial comodule-contramodule corre-
spondences:
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Conjecture 4.11. For any simplicial set z there exists a commutative (in an
appropriate sense) square of categories and Quillen adjunctions
(34)
SF ST
KF KT
|´|
L
R
|´|Ind
F
‚ ˝S
L
R
IndÓ˝S
where the left adjoint functors are either on top or on the left and the vertical solid
arrows are Quillen equivalences.
4.7. Topological fact. We finish the paper with a useful fact about the topolog-
ical comodule-contramodule correspondence that does not follow from the general
framework of model categories.
Proposition 4.12. Suppose X,Y P pWT qF are CW-complexes. If f P WT pX,Y q,
then Rf PWF pFX,FY q and Ff : Wprz, Xs, rz, Y sq are homotopy equivalences.
Proof. By Whitehead Theorem, f is a homotopy equivalence. Moreover, f is a
fibrewise homotopy equivalence [22, 7.5]. The rest of the argument is clear. 
In particular, Rf P WF pRX,RY q. It is a refinement of the following easy
observation. We would like to refine Proposition 4.12, replacing the CW-complex
condition on X and Y with a condition on z.
We need a standard topological lemma, which we could not find in the literature.
Let X , Y be connected topological spaces in W and f : X Ñ Y be a map. If
A PW is another topological pace, we write fA : WpA,Xq ÑWpA, Y q for the map
of function spaces defined by composition with f (cf. Section 4.1). Next fix a map
α : A Ñ X that will be a base point for WpA,Xq. As a base point for WpA, Y q
we use the map β “ f ˝ α so that fA : WpA,Xq Ñ WpA, Y q is a map of pointed
spaces.
Lemma 4.13. Suppose that A is a CW-complex of finite type and f is a weak
homotopy equivalence. Then pfAqn : πnpWpA,Xq, αq Ñ πnpWpA, Y q, βq is an
isomorphism for all n ě 1.
Proof. The first step in the proof is to show that the result is true for the sphere
A “ Sn where n ě 1. In this case the space WpSn, Xq is usually denoted by
ΛnpXq. Choose a base point for Sn. Evaluating maps at the base point gives us a
map ΛnpXq Ñ X . This map is a fibration and the fibre over x P X is the space
ΩnxpXq, the n-fold iterated based loop space of X , with base point x. The map f
now gives a map of fibrations:
ΛnpXq ÝÝÝÝÑ ΛnpY q§§đ §§đ
X ÝÝÝÝÑ Y
The homotopy groups of ΩnxpXq are given by πkpΩ
n
xpXqq “ πk`npX, xq for k ě 0
and trivial for k ă 0. Under this identification, the map of homotopy groups πk
induced by the map
Ωnxpfq : Ω
n
xpXq Ñ Ω
n
fpxqpY q
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is just
fk`n : πk`npX, xq Ñ πk`npY, fpxqq.
So since f˚ is a weak homotopy equivalence, it follows that the map of fibrations
ΛnpXq Ñ ΛnpY q defines isomorphisms on the homotopy groups of the fibres. Since
f is a weak homotopy equivalence this map of fibrations defines an isomorphism on
the homotopy groups of the base spaces. A standard five lemma argument shows
that it, therefore, gives an isomorphism on the homotopy groups of the total spaces.
The second step is to extend the result to finite CW-complexes by induction on
the number of cells. Assume that the map pfAq˚ : πnpWpA,Xq, αq Ñ πnpWpA, Y q, βq
is an isomorphism for n ě 1. Now replace A by B “ AYψD
p`1 with ψ PWpSp, Aq.
This gives a cofibration sequence
AÑ B Ñ Sp`1.
Applying Wp´, Xq and Wp´, Y q to this cofibration sequence and using the map
f : X Ñ Y , leads to the following commutative diagram:
WpA,Xq ÐÝÝÝÝ WpB,Xq§§đ §§đ
WpA, Y q ÐÝÝÝÝ WpB, Y q.
The horizontal arrows are fibrations. The fibres of the top map are copies of
WpSp`1, Xq. The fibres of the bottom one are copies of WpSp`1, Y q. By assump-
tion this map of fibrations induces an isomorphism on the homotopy groups of
the base spaces, and by the first step it induces an isomorphism on the homotopy
groups of the fibres. It follows from the five lemma that it induces isomorphisms
on the homotopy groups of the total spaces.
The final step is to extend the result to a CW-complex of finite type. Let An be
the n-skeleton of A, in : A
n Ñ An`1 the inclusion. Then A is the direct limit of
the An and each of the inclusions in is a cofibration. It follows that WpA,Xq is the
inverse limit of the sequence of maps WpAn`1, Xq ÑWpAnq induced by in. Since
each of the maps in is a cofibration, the maps in the inverse system are fibrations.
Now suppose f : X Ñ Y is a weak equivalence. We have proved that for each n
the map fAn : WpA
n, Xq Ñ WpAn, Y q is a weak homotopy equivalence. The map
fA : WpA,Xq ÑWpA, Y q is the map of inverse limits defined by the sequence fAn .
Hence, fA is also a weak homotopy equivalence [15, Th. 2.2]. 
Given a topological space X and a point s P X , by Xs we denote the con-
nected component of X that contains s. A map f P WpX,Y q yields a map
fs PWpXs, Yfpsqq between components.
Theorem 4.14. Let z be a CW-complex of finite type. Suppose that pX,φq, pY, ψq P
pWT qF are fibrant z-comodules and s P RX. If f PWT pX,Y q is a weak homotopy
equivalence, then the map Rfs is also a weak homotopy equivalence.
Proof. Consider a part of the commutative diagram ( 26):
RXs rz, Xss “ FXs rz,zsId
RYfs rz, Y sfs “ FYfs rz,zsId
Rfs
i
Ffs
φ˚
Idrz,zs
j ψ˚
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Since both φ and ψ are fibrations, both φ˚ “ rIdz, φs and ψ˚ are also fibrations.
Moreover, RXs is the fibre of φ˚ over the identity and RYfs is the fibre of ψ˚ over
the identity. All the spaces in the diagram have chosen base points. This yields a
map from the homotopy exact sequence of φ˚ to the homotopy exact sequence of
ψ˚.
The map of the base spaces is the identity: it induces the identity of homotopy
groups. By Lemma 4.13, the map of total spaces induces an isomorphism of ho-
motopy groups. The five lemma tells us that it induces an isomorphism on the
homotopy groups of the fibres. 
If one shows π0pRfq is an isomorphism, then Theorem 4.14 ensures that Rf is
a weak homotopy equivalence. Such a proof would involve Topological Obstruction
Theory and may require additional assumptions on z.
Theorem 4.14 is an indication that the correspondence is full of topological mys-
teries, waiting to be uncovered.
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